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Bussing it to "Who Knows Land".
Mystical,
magical rubber
band
Holds together the funky bag
Full of goodies for our tag.
fill our face with pop n' dogs
Thrown in lake with fish n' frogs.
Trippy, dippy, hippy
flips,
Painting face and kissing lips,
flying eggs meet smiling
face,
Winning race and dancing
bass.
Spacing out and laughing
fun,
Tug o' war beneath the sun.
Throw the football all around.
Take a breath then homeward bound.
Shirley
Broback

Friday, September 18 began
as a typical late-summer
morning until hundreds of
students and teachers poured
out of Spectrum to board a
fleet of yellow school
buses to begin
the Magical
Mystery Tour.

and volleyball nets. Volleyball and
football games began and a few
brave souls went swimming but
most people began working on
lunch. Music played (including
Cinderella, Steve Miller and Kris

competition was won by Brandon
Hilbert's "Flower Power" team.
Like all good things, the day
came to an end. Everyone left
with at least one new friend and a
few great memories. The Magical
Mystery Tour

[Y]3y£)e it happened this way...
good

No one knew the destination. The bus drivers were pestered and even bribed with pizza
but they never gave in. The buses
bobbed and swayed down the
highway leading north up the
Malahat. Finally they arrived at
West Shawnigan Lake Park where
students were met by Warm Fuzzy
himself! Everybody headed down
the pathway and onto the grass
field where they set up barbeques

always

Kross) and some people danced.
Others did face painting and
played guitars. When the chip bags
were empty and stomachs full,
the Wacky Olympics began.
Games included, "Pass the Orange" and the "String Relay". To
everyone's surprise one competitor solved the problem of pulling
the string through his clothes by
dropping his pants! Also surprising was the fact that most events,
including the final Tug-of War

brings

times
which is why it
is a tradition and continued year
after year. Students enjoy this activity and it is one of the best
highlights of the year!

(Above left to right) Leanne English,
Winona Clarke, Laura Cummins,
Erin Gantry. Sherri Pusateri, Lori
Baber,& Leanne Thame (Below left to
right) Slxannon Brown, Julie Payne,
Alan Johnstone, Natalie Haubert &
Ross Jolly JZlise Hallgren & Jenn
Atkins. (Opposite, left to right)
Samantha Ross, Pauline Moshier &
Kathy Gurgul. Ben Williams, Kellie
Clark & Micliael Scarrow.

Mild mannered Warm
Fuzzy was sitting inconspicuously in Spectrum School,
his real identity unknown
for he was disguised as a
helpless student, when suddenly his "fuzzy sense " tingled madly! Fuzzy knew
something was terribly
wrong! But what? ...then,
over the PA system came an
unfamiliar
voice.
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ish foe... the Cold Prickly! Ha,
Ha, Ha!
What was the Warm Fuzzy
to do? He would have to change
into his super hero costume as
quickly as possible. So he had to
run halfway downtown before he
could find one. Meanwhile back
at Spectrum all the students and
staff were forced to leave their
favourite place on earth, pile into
the evil scientist's buses and drive
northward to the uranium mines.

"The Power of the Fuzz" to radiate through the buses and make
the henchmen change into happy,
loving, nice people. Luckily, they
stopped the buses just before turning Plumpy Fuzzy into road pizza.
The students and staff were ecstatic! They had been saved by
the Warm Fuzzy and the evil scientists' plan was foiled.
The students, staff and
henchmen all decided to have a
picnic by the lake to celebrate.
There was lots of
good food to eat
and fun games to
play. There was
volleyball. There
They felt hopelessly helpless. Mr. were people swimming. There
Clemens was even crying in de- were people hacky-sacking. There
spair at the thought of never teach- were people painting their faces.
ing mathematics again.
There were even tug-of-war conBy the time the Uncaped tests, egg-passing contests, ballCrusader could find the buses, passing contests, and weird conthey had reached Shawnigan tests with string. Warm Fuzzy
Lake. The Great Fuzzy sped to the watched and smiled thinking how
road ahead of the buses and con- wonderful life was when there
fronted the evil scientists hench- were not Cold Pricklies.
men. He used his unique ability,

r perhaps it was like f f|lS»

You silly infidels, I've come
to take over this huge concrete
building you call a school and
there's nothing you can do about
it. My evil henchmen will smuggle you all away to my uranium
caves in the north where you will
be my slaves and forced to toil the
rest of your miserable lives! And
I will usethe school's science labs
and the uranium you fools dig up
to create the world's most fiend-

i
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On September 22, the
student body attended an assembly to listen to each of
the seventeen candidates running for positions on the Student Council executive.
The speeches from the two
Presidential candidates were moving and memorable. Craig Bell
spoke well as did Sherri Pusateri
his opposition, who dealt with a
number of serious themes.
Lori Baber was victorious
in the battle for Vice-president

overcoming strong competition
from D a n a E v a n s . Leanne
Thame won the Secretary seat by
acclamation, as did Winona
Clark who took the position of
Public Relations Coordinator.
Cheryl L i n and Kelly Byer ran
for Treasurer but Cheryl proved
to be more money-minded.
Next came the battle between M a t t B i r d and R i m a
Donnelly for the position of Activities Director. Matt referred to
his position as Student Council
president at Cedar Hill and said

he would do agoodjob. His opponent, Rima was equally convincing and was successful in aclosely
fought race.
The race for Dance-coordinator presented a difficult challenge for the voters. Who would
win? Heather Erickson tried to
bribe the student body with candies while Troy Steen entertained us with his "rap speech".
When the results came out the
Dance-Coordinator was Troy.
Denise Jury won the position of Grade 12 rep. after beating

T r i s h a Douglas, and K i m
Oslund became our Grade 11 rep.
A l l candidates who were not
elected to the executive were invited to join the Council and direct their efforts and energy to
make this year the best ever.

(clockwisefromthe left) Ryan Cramp <£
James Town casttheirvotes. Craig Bell,
President. Kim Oslund, Grade 11 rep.
Leanne Thame, Secretary. Lori Baber,
Vice-president. Winona Clarke, Public
Relations.
Troy Steen, Dance
coordinator. Cheryl Lin, Treasurer.

The fall was full of Student
Council activities including the
all-important Warm Fuzzy assembly, where students met a bigger,
brighter, warmer, fuzzier, Fuzzy
than had ever been seen before. In
the cafeteria at lunchtime students
gathered for the Family Feud and
at assemblies listened to speakers
including Jerry Johnson.
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(Clockwise from above) Brian
Whitmore, Sherrie Pusateri, Lori
Baber & Leanne Thame play Family
Feud. Tanya Snelling & Steve Adams
at the Warm Fuzzy assembly. Members
of the Student Council introduce the
Warm Fuzzy concept. Lisa Kirk in a
Warm Fuzzy skit. The Warm Fuzzy in
person, Kelly Clark., Gregg Young,
Steve Roberts, Jennifer Pringle, Amie
Moberg and Jerry Johnson

The

famous

annual

Pumpkin Carving Contest
was held on Thursday, October 29th at noon.
Fifteen TAs hacked, sliced and
created masterpieces ready for the
moment ofjudgement. There were
spooky and scary pumpkins,
funny pumpkins and adorable
pumpkins. The grade one and two
classes from Marigold Elementary who judged the contest had a
difficult time choosing the best
one. Eventually they chose Donna
Parkinson's T A creation, "Holograms" and Karen Turner's T A
interpretation of a "Pumpkin cat".
Those who took part had fun
using their imagination and creating their own kinds of pumpkins.
A l l the pumpkins were donated
by Save-On-Foods, and after the
pumpkin carving contest, carved
pumpkins decorated the gym for
the Halloween dance.

The first dance of the
year came a little late due to
Student Council elections,
but was a success none the
less.
A large majority of those
who attended did so in costume. It
was nice to see because school
spirit seemed to be lacking at the
time. The music was done by
Patcan/Audio-visual productions,
which provided a good mix of
dance music so that all could enjoy themselves. Troy Steen, the
Dance Coodinator, won the dancecompetition, but he swears he
had nothing to do with the decision. The costume competition
was won by A d a m Watson
dressed up as a Rasafarian from
Jamaica. He had shoe polish from
head to toe. The success of the
dance was due to the turnout and
attitude displayed by the dancers,
the enthusiasm of which would
set the tone for the dances to come.

mm

A week before the
Christmas Holidays, the
Door Decorating Contest was
held, by the TA students at
Spectrum.
Each door showed hard
work and lots of imagination. A
lot of time was spent by teachers
and students during TA time and
at lunchtime. There were singing
doors, doors with flashing lights
and interesting Christmas themes.
Mr. Whitmore's TA finished in
first place with an Elvis door that
sang "Blue Christmas". Second

went to Mr. Swonnell's TA and
third place was a tie between Mrs
Hall TA and Mrs. Trites TA
The judges were David Pistrin,
Kathy Bell and Laurie Hazel
(student teachers from UVic).
Theircomments when asked about
the contest were; " Our sight-seeing tour through the school shed
light on avertable Louvre of artistic merit. We, the judges take no
blame, we were instructed to rank
these great works. But how can
one rank one work of art over
another?" Aftera pause; "Oh yeah,
Mr. Whitmore bribed us."

The Christmas season
came to Spectrum with the
arrival of Santa-grams, hampers, a door decorating contest and, of course, a special
Christmas tree.
The students soon got into
the spirit of the season to make
this Christmas the best ever at
Spectrum.
About two weeks before the
Christmas vacation, Santa grams
were circulating among students.
With the help of Student Council,
"sweet messages" were delivered
to students through their TAs.

On December 21, Spectrum
held a pancake breakfast with
Santa. After many students enjoyed the breakfast prepared by
their teachers, they assembled in
the gym to be entertained by various Christmas activities. The assembly got off to a great start with
Spectrum's band "drumming it
up". After Marigold Elementary

On December 9, six
Spectrum students attended
a Gingerbread competition
at North Surrey Secondary
School.

c

The students began the day
at 5:30 am and arrived in time for
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thejudging and the television cameras (BCTV and CHEKTV) Once
the judges had made their choice
the students were able to leave
the competition proud of their in-

choir lifted the spirits of the audience with their Christmas chorale, Spectrum's dance team and
theteachers'dance team competed
with each other both strutting
their stuff.
The exciting assembly concluded with the audience cheerfully singing along with Spectrum's choir. With the arrival of
Santa, candy canes started flying.
After he introduced and rewarded
his special helpers, Santa vvished
everyone a "Merry Christmas"
and students and staff left for
their Christmas holidays feeling
Merry.

dividual achievements which included one gold, three silver and
three bronze awards. Spectrum
team following the tallying of all
the points placed fifth place in a
field of eighteen. The students
returned to Spectrum tired but
happy with the results.

On February 17,1993, Spectrum held its renowned Chef's
Contest. The theme this year was
Asian Cuisine so, a vast variety of
food was prepared by each of the
five groups involved. The dishes
rangedfrom Indian to Sri Lankan,
but included the traditional dishes
from China, Japan, and Taiwan.
Many team members dressed in
traditional garb while preparing their
meals. Others, like the members of
Mrs. Hall's group, chose to bring in
students of different ethnic origins to
present their dishes.

The art of presenting delicious
and aesthetically pleasing meals is the
goal of the contest. Many groups used
fresh fruit as garnishes or in tantalizing«
desserts, giving the dish an overall
colourful and appealing effect.
"The honour of selection" was
given to four unbiased connoisseurs of
cuisine: Jim McConnan, Rick
Underwood, Virginia Smith, and
Esther White.The judges, after sampling the dishes and observing the
presentations, stated that all the meals
were wonderful, and that the choice
had been a difficult one. Third prize
went to the " Geisha Girls": Karen

CHEFS CONTEST

Turner, Heather Erickson, Sherri
Pusateri, and Lori Baber, while a
close second was awarded to Brian
Whitmore, Nicki Johnson, Eve Nott,
and Ryanne Metcalf. First prize was
graciously accepted by Doreen Hall,
Kirsten Lau vaas, Sarah Needley, and
Alexis Kowal, who cooked all day
long.
As many spectators and " food
experts" were present at this event,
many will remember its success. Mr.
Whitmore stated, shortly after the winners were announced," We was
robbed!" Well, maybe next year, Brian.
Good luck to all, and thank you to all
who dedicated their time and efforts
for this year's event.
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Teens keen on Gorbachev eco-views
By Richard Watts
Times-Cokxiist staff'
Mikhail Gorbachev became a
teen video idol Saturday afternoon when he fielded questions
from young people around B.C.
Using interactive tele-conference facilities laid on by B.C. Tel,
the former leader of the now-defunct Soviet Union-answered
questions from high school students around the province while
never leaving Science World in
Vancouver.
Four youths sat on the panel
with Gorbachev in Vancouver,
while others posed their questions from Victoria, Prince
George and Kamloops.
The people asking the questions
were selected from over. 100 entries in a contest in which entrants were asked "If you could
ask Mikhail Gorbachev one question, what would it be?"
The young people asked questions about Gorbachev's career,
events that have swept over Russia in the last few years, world
current affairs and the environment
Gorbachev's best-received statement was the expression of the
desire to see the presidents of the
United States and Russia work together to solve some of the world's
environmental problems.
"I would very much welcome it
if the presidents of Russia and the
United States would address
these problems together," said
Gorbachev, through an interpreter.
In Victoria, 18-year-old Sarah
Turner, a student at Esquimau
Secondary School, asked Gorbachev if Russia could avoid a descent into civil violence.
Turner said she spent several
months in Russia last year and
was very moved by the plight of
the Russian people.
Gorbachev responded that his

Canadian Press

EX-SOVIET leader Mikhail Gorbachev reacts to question from a B.C. youth during a tele-conference.
country in the past usually settled
its problems with the use of force
and often treated its people like
"cattle."
Instead the Russians must be
given the legal and constitutional
framework that allows them to
live under democratic principles.
Randy Gelling, 17, a student at
Spectrum Community School,
asked Gorbachev what country he
would use as a model for rebuilding Russia.
Gorbachev said no country can
serve as a nuulel for any oilier.

I wasn't quite sure how to react
when I was chosen to participate with
9otherBritish Columbia students in an
interactive video conference with the
ex-president of the U.S.S.R, Mikhail
Gorbachev, televised on the Knowledge Network when Mr. Gorbachev
visited Vancouver's SCIENCE
WORLD on March 27. Mrs. Parker
had told my History 12 class about our

One of the mistakes of the old Soviet Union was its habit of forcing
other countries to follow its style
of government
Russia must have reforms but
they must be Russian reforms
born from Russian reality and
Russian experience, he said.
Toward the end of the panel discussion, when Gorbachev was being asked how he thought history
would judge him, the Russian had
words of advice.
"As young people you should
not be in a hurry to side with re-

porters who are ready to bury
Mikhail Gorbachev," he said.
Afterwards Gelling said he was
impressed with how genuine Gorbachev seemed. Turner said she
hopes Gorbachev is right about
the peaceful future ahead for the
former Soviet Union.
"1 hope his optimism is justi- j
Tied. I'm still scared for the future
of Russia," she said.
"But one thing that comes
through is the strength of the Russian people. They will get through
this one way or another."

swer was that no nation can be based
on the model of another. The U.S.S.R
and the U.S. A had forced their models
onto other countries and this could no
longer be tolerated; there should be no
world police. I found Mr. Gorbachev
to be very optimistic yet objective about
Russia's future. Some people later remarked that I seemed calmthroughout
the forum but I think the fact that I had
spent 3 hours the day before in rehearsal and waited at least a full 30
minutes before asking my question
gave me a lot of time for reflection and
I came to anticipate his answer based
on his remarks to the other's questions.
The entire experience was exciting

chance to pose a question and write an
essay on why we thought our question
was significant. Prior to writing my
essay, I had read a couple of books on
economics that had an obvious effect
on my composition. I asked Mr.
Gorbachev if he was to pick any single
nation to be Russia's model for it's
economic reformation, which country
would he choose and for what reasons
mm
would he make that choice. His an- and memorable.
Randy Gelling

The hunt was held on April
1st (no joke!) and it truly was an
"egg"stravaganza.
It was a good, clean, fun event
offered to the students and staff of
Spectrum to raise donations for the
Mustard Seed Food Bank. Donna
Parkinson and the Marketing 11/12
class worked hard and put in a great
deal of time and effort to make the
event a successful one.
During Spring Break they canvassed the malls and stores to get
donations for the hunt. A Club Grad
ticket was won, as well as a ski pass,
silk shirts, sweatshirts, gift certificates
and many other great prizes.
On the day of the event the ex-

cited egg hunters were sent outside to
hunt for the over 100 numbered eggs each of which matched a prize. Teachers formed an Egg Patrol Police to
keep a close watch on any scheming

hunters. After 10 minutes of searching
everyone gathered back in the gym to
claim their prizes. Even those who
didn't find a hard boiled gem still
had a chance at winning $100
cash and other door prizes. A l l in
all
everyone had an "egg"stra
good time and hopefully next
year w i l l be just as successful.
The hard working Marketing 11/
12 was D o n n a P a r k i n s o n ,
Melanie B e l l Miles Brown,
Anna Chu, Mike Grewal,
Nicole Harrison, ShayleHong,
Leif Johns, Nav Kambo,
Mattias Peemoeller, D a w n
S c h u r , R o s e Sheaff, C h r i s
Simpson, a n d K r i s ta Wolford.
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Once at the school they met their
Student Council and went to classes.
Next year these same students from
Arizona will come to our school and
see what our lovely city has to offer.
Once all the school activities finished
Joe Bekkers, Grant Boland the group enjoyed two days of shopand Doreen Hall, three courageous ping and basically just having a nice
teachers, guided the group to the Grand relaxing time in the sun. Then, the kind
Canyon for two days of wonderful families from Arizona showed our
sightseeing. Once in Arizona, the group Spectrum students around the town.
stayed with billets in Tucson. They
To top it all off, on the last night
alsoenjoyedaday-tripto Mexico where of their, stay the group enjoyed a
they shopped and went sightseeing.
Country Western style banquet in their
Now, this is a coincidence. The honour. The students who attended
school that they toured is called Mount this spectacular trip were: Leanne
View. Does that sound familar? Spec- Thame, Stephanie Hawkins, Lori
trum was formerly called Mt. View. Baber, Sherri Pusatari, Derek Siska,

During the week of April 11
- 18, a group of twenty students
and three teachers flew from
Seattle to Arizona to enjoy everything that that state had to offer.

Denise Jury, Keith Johnson, Kelly
Chiang, Andrew Dick, Sean
Pendergast, Damon Car row, Sarah
Needley, Kirsten Lauvaas, Carmel
Guild, Craig Bell, Troy Steen,
Christina Wilkinson, Kathy
Giovando, Leanne English and
Marcus Malinosky. sf
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Melanie Bell

Ruby Bhondi

Michelle Bickerton

John Benedik

Jennifer Berg

Mike Beveridge

Mike Blackstock

Glen Blochlinger

Monika Bocek

Mark Brosius

Craig Bruvels

Mike Caudwell

Hansdeep Bhatia

Shannon Brown

Rebecca Bruneau

Farrah Canham

Jennifer Buchan

Moniek Buursink

Taunia Calverley

Coral Chapman

Sheila Charles

Heather Charnock

Nick Chatton

Anna Chu

GRAO CLASS 1993
Margaret Aehadinha- Maggy likes to party with
her friends and play pool. Her favorite memory of
school was Mr. Bekkers. She has plans to travel after
graduation and then go to college to get "a wicked
paying job."
Shawna Adams- "Sally" likes to read and play
football and basketball. Her favorite memory was
the trip to Calgary. After graduation Shawna wants
to drive to California and Arizona. She hopes to be
successful and respected. "Everything I need to
know I learned in kindergarten", she believes.
Steve Adams- Steve was bom in Victoria. He likes
working out, playing volleyball and spending "quality time" with T.S. "Ladies" says his most embarrassing moment was "when Tanya had a tantrum in
Socials." Perhaps that is why Steve is often heard
saying "What's wrong Tan?" Steve hopes to be as
successful as Dave Dheenshaw thinks he will be.
Rose Antwis- Rose says she will "miss bummin'
around with K.S., M . H . , K . N . , T.R., J.W., M.E. and
J.T." Her goal in life is to be a lawyer with the
Attorney General's office and be a famous actress
and singer. Her favorite time out of school is spent
at cadets. She will never forget singing to everyone
in the pit at lunch and having Tracy Hood "freak."
Rose would like to give Dave Pitre and Keith Fraser
a warm fuzzy for all they have done. She leaves us
with "Nascar Esse Ferrox."
Nainesh Argarwal- In his spare time Nainesh likes
to play tennis and is a member of the Tennis club. He
plans to go to university, hopes to become rich and
famous and he leaves us with this quotation "I think
therefore I am."
Jenn Atkins- "Pat will make me laugh forever!
You're killing me, Fred and Barney, card laid, card
played, our mission, drive thru at R.D.'s in the
peanut, thanx for the monkey, Deb's dog. I'm sorry,
Munchies at McD's, alphabet game, baseball with

T.M., treats, I don't want to know but I do, rolliepollie, dead chicken, M.M.T, Galliano Island, volleyball accident, coffee.. .wherever, wolfman, blue
construction paper, Sesame Street mornings, P.H.S,
your budge and deserve a C P . , poptarts, long live
7ev and adventures on Christmas hill. Thanx E.H, I
love ya, D.Q., I still want my reflector, and yes I'm
always kidding. I love you bum, thanx everyone for
the great memories, good luck and a warm fuzzy to
all! Goodbye skoule."
Michelle Audet- "Spudnik" leaves us with the
following quote," 'Ladles and Jellyspoons', I come
before you to stand behind you. To tell you something I know nothing about. This Thursday, the day
after Friday, there will be a mothers' meeting for
fathers only. If you can come please stay at home.
Wear your best clothes if you haven't any. Admission is free, you can pay at the door. We will give you
a seat so you can sit on the floor."
Lori Baber- Lori was Vice-President of Student
Council and was also involved in the Dance Team
and Cheer Squad. Her favorite memory was finally
getting a spare and her most embarrassing moment
was when her mom drove on the sidewalk at UVic.
Lori's known for chasing B2 with H.E. on their
coffee trips, and for never walking around a puddle.
"Thor's" often heard saying "Doesn't my mom
know you?" She plans to attend Carlton to become
a journalist, be on Oprah, get married and have four
kids. Lori would like to thank L.T., S.P., H.E., and
R.D for making her laugh when she needed to and
J.B. for stressing her out in Chem 11." To everyone,
remember- in life you must stand for something, or
risk falling for anything. I would like to thank the
people who didn't believe in me because it only
made me stronger. Thank you, Mom and Dad, for
supporting me and helping me get back up again
when I didn't think I could. In the words of Dennis
Rogers," don't ever confuse loving someone, with
being in love with someone".

Lucy Baptiste- This "creep girl" likes to spend
quality time in the pit, drinking tea and fondling hair.
After high school she wants to move to Jamaica to
live on a self-supporting farm and indulge herself in
herbal healing and orgasmic cafeteria cake. "Here
baby, there mama, everywhere daddy, daddy hair!"
Nathaniel Barnard- "I grin at me, never with
reason," observes Nathanial. He also says, " I am
really known by fewer than a dozen. Yet, I left in
haste thinking of school as the most prolonged and
hard-to-tolerate piece of life. Now it is done and I am
on my finally-free
journey through the
experiences to follow. Let art be my
mark of the past and
may I be forgotten
soon. Farewell."
Clayton
BatesClayton likes to play
sports, go out with
his friends and party.
In his spare time he
plays badminton,
soccer, and rides
mountain
bikes.
Clay's
favorite
memories of school
are the Magical Mystery Tour and all the
dances. His plans for
the future are to buy a
Rabbit GTI and go to

Remember, if you can - Man is afraid of only one
thing - inferiority, so understand, no matter where
you go, there you are. It's words of wisdom like
these, I hope will catapult me into the position of
"Master of the Universe" after I graduate.
Craig Bell- Craig, the President of Student Council
also takes part in the Debating Club. He plans to
attend university and become a lawyer. He says, "I
also want to go to Disneyland." Craig observes "
The time has come to move on... to what? no one
knows. To friendships- may they last forever. To
dreams- may they
become a reality. To
the future- may it
be successful. To
my friends who
have supported me
over the past years,
I give you my
thanks. Well Grads,
its finally over."

Melanie Bell-1 just
wanted to write a
few corny lines to
give extra special
thanks to Meg (alias
Tom),
James,
Misha, Chan, Chris,
and Bun-Bun. You
are all crazy and
you
must promise to
i
d Somner, Sean Buckley, Eve Nott, Pam Hitchmough,
Heather Charnock, Chris Evans, Craig Bell, Trish Rose, Tracy keep in touch after
Roberts <& Carmel Guild say "cheese " at the Magical Mystery Tour
grad or I will cry.
Australia, snow ski in Europe , then go to U B C .
Clayton hopes to be the president of an architectural Thomas Bell- Thomas enjoys hanging out with
firm and go skiing whenever he wants.
R.G, L . L . , and D.R. He plans to get a job after
graduation and pursue his dream to "be a successful
Jason Baxevanidis- M y days in high school are person."
coming to a close, but I won't forget the significant
people who made me what I am and what I stand for. John Benedik- John enjoys fishing, curling, golf
I will remember to look over my shoulder at the and tennis. After John graduates he plans to go to
places I've been and things I've done for those who university and study medicine. He hopes to become
will never be there. The ones who know me best will a vet.
have found out that humour is very liberating and
the ones who don't, just plain don't understand me. Jennifer Berg - In her spare time Jen likes to swim,
A
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Linda Chu

Robert Clarke

Michelle Clark

Erica Clarkson
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Chris Clarke

Holly Clarke

Kellie Clarke

Lynn Clarke

Karen Cleary

TriciaCourneyea

JarrettCox

John Cox

(Mm

Manjit Dhillon

m
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Andrew Dick

Nicole Dry

Stacey Dixon

Melissa Emerick

Jennifer Dodich

Heather Erickson

Rima Donnelly

Jennifer Douglas

Kelly Douglas

Chris Evans

Dina Evans

Darryl Ewart

Neil Fairall

Melissa Ferguson

James Fleck

Colby Flemming

Dean Ford

Kelley Ford

Jeremy Foster

Jessamyne Galvon

Geoff Gaunt

Randy Gelling

Kimberly Gent

Natasha Foster

Kirk Forbes

John Frederick

David Gill

Katherine Giovando

Natasha Goodson

Andrew Goran

Jessica Gough

Michael Goulet

Kerry Grainger

Angela Green

Debbie Green

Jamie Griffin

Amanda Gudgeon

K)d time.She plays for Spectrum
.eam.She is known by her classet hard worker. After graduation
o get ajob and enjoy her life. She says
the future are "unattainable in this
"red Tryst' - " Being comfortable with
nportant and
express yourjwing there's
loyaii^
-dth is what I
find comforting in you. Yes,
you are a wonderful friend
you mean a lot to me. Our
friendship is a sacred tryst
that will last eternally." By J. Walmsley

that when I looked back at the times I laughed, I'd
cry."
Michael Blackstock- " Flipper" as he prefers to be
known, takes part in volleyball, hockey, football
and soccer. His favorite memory of school was last
year when he got his final
report card. After graduation Michael plans to work
in a kitchen somewhere. He
would like to leave us by
saying he's had a blast in
- Hansdeep Bhatia
the last 12 years and he
would like to thank all of
his friends for making it fun.

"So long school,
hello real world"

Hansdeep Bhatia- Hansdeep says "So this is it eh?
I can't believe that I am actually graduating. After
all those years waiting for this moment to come, it's
finally here. We did it guys! So long school, hello
real world. Twelve years of school have been fun,
especially the last two years at Spectrum. Thanks to
all my friends, especially N.J., R.B., R.V., and M.D;
don't forget "B.S. pick it up!" To all the grade l i s
make the most of your last year because this is the
one year you won't forget-Party on!"
Ruby Bhondi- "Homie" would like to say that the
last two years in Spectrum were funky and totally
hip. Her pet peeves are people who have split
personalities and criticize. Her most memorable
moment was sitting in the mall playing cards with
R.V., N.J., H.B., and M . D . "Homie Girl" would like
to become a Hip-Hop fashion designer. Her favorite
saying is "Life is too short, live it to the fullest."
Michelle Bickerton-Horseback riding and being
with her friends are "Pinky's" favorite pastimes.
She'll never forget all the great people she met at
Spectrum who became her friends and hopes those
she leaves behind will remember her as a kind and
caring person who was constantly saying " Y a ,
whatever." She's so happy she is graduating and
can't wait to get married and have a family. Touched
by this saying, Michelle would like to pass it on for
everone to see. "I always knew that when I looked
back at the times I cried, I'd laugh, but I never knew

Glen Blochlinger- An Edmontonian by birth, Glen
likes listening to Megadeath and playing his "banez."
After graduation he plans to move back to Edmonton, become an accomplished guitarist and go into a
business partnership. Gun says " You got to break
the chains that hold you down, crush the tyrants to
the ground- Freedom cannnot be legislated."- Suicidal Tendencies.
Monika Bocek- Born in Karvina, Czechoslovakia,
Monika would like to visit her European relations
after graduation. She also intends to enter university
and study psychology, sociology and life. She says
" Some people take high school too seriously and not
life itself. Who's to say life is getting A ' s and B's on
provincials and stupid math exams? It is said that
grade 12 is the end, but it is actually the beginning
of life- life after high school. I know, I have gained
much knowledge through high school, but before I
continue to gain knowledge of " a+b=c" I will see
life for what it really is 'This is my Private Idaho."
Shannon Brown- In her spare time "Browner"
likes to draw, party and hang out with her buds. She
enjoys dancing, baseball and camping. Her favorite
memory of school is graduation. After grad she
hopes to go to Camosun and become a dental assistant. One day she hopes to own a car as sleek as
Mike's classic yellow 74' Corolla. She would like to
thank all her buddies for making her school year so
memorable! Don't lose touch you guys!

Jason Brucklmayr-" Baldy's" favorite pastime is
listening to music and watching movies. He belongs
to the Hair Club for Men. After graduation he's
going to Disneyland and wants to be in a rock band.
His favorite quotation is, "One night I was sleeping
in my bed I had a beautiful dream; that all the people
in the world got together on the same wave length
and began helping one another. Now in this dream
universal love was the theme of the day, peace and
understanding and it happened this way! The sick
and the hungry had smiles on their faces, the tired
and the homeless had families all around. The streets
and the cities were all beautiful places and the walls
came tumbling down." -By Stevie Ray Vaughan
Sean Buckley- In his spare time "Stench" likes to
drink poison and decay. He is a member of the
Leigion of the Ted Heds and his favorite saying is
"Purina Monkey Chow." After graduation Sean
plans to sleep perchance to dream." We shall meet
in the place where there is no darkness and we'll
never hear surf music again."
Moniek Buursink- Moniek is a member of the
rowing club. After graduation she plans to travel to
Mexico with Del and a few other friends then to
become a nurse and marry Delano.
Taunia Calverley - She will miss hanging around
with K.W., T.R., R. A., T.G., J.T., and N.P. Her goal
in life is to get a full time job, marry her boyfriend
and raise a family.
She will never forget
all the new people
she has met and the
Warm Fuzzy assembly. She says, "Good
luck to future grads
and I leave this message with you -suffer you guys, V m out
of here."

huge!" After graduation he plans to go to Hawaii for
a while and then attend university. Ward's dreams
for the future are to be very successful and to keep in
touch with his friends.
Farrah Canham- "Piggon", as she likes to be
known, enjoys hanging out with her friends and
going to Humpty's to see Phil and Nancy. She feels
that the lasting impression she will leave with us is
that she is "very intelligent and smart in writing."
After graduation she wishes to either apply for a
government pension or attend college and marry
rich. She would like to leave us by saying long live
Abba, disco and the Stones rule!
Mike Caudwell- Mike says, "Finally, after 12 years
of work it's over. Now real life. The hard work now
begins. I hope all students follow their dreams and
find them, and to my friends; going to Chevron at
break?"
Heather Char nock- Heather says, "Now that I have
finally made it to the end, I'm not sure it's all what I
thought it was going to be. Looking back, there are
things I would have done differently but there are
things I wouldn't change for the world-things like
my friends and the experiences we have shared, good
and bad. To future grads I only have one piece of
advice, don't hesitate to try! You don't know what
you might be missing. To my fellow graduates, I
want to thank you for the good times and wish you all
the best of luck.

"To future grads I only
have one piece of advice,
don't hesitate to try!

Ward Cameron- In Nard's pare time he likes to
play hockey and "hang with "iends." His favorite
memory of school was the gi d year of 92-93. He
hopes to leave people saying, "Wow is that guy ever

Linda Chu- Linda
would like to thank
all her friends for
helping her through
the past two years of
-Heather Charnock school. She would
also like to thank all
the teachers who
were patient with her and supported her. She had
some fun times and hard times at Spectrum but will
never forget her senior year. She wishes the grads of
'94 the best of luck. "Work hard but also have fun at
Spectrum."
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money with C.V. and marry M.S.
Ryan Cramp- In his spare time, Ryan likes to listen
to loud music and play chess. His favorite memory
of school was moshing to Slayer at the Hallowe'en
dance. After graduation he plans to go to Disneyland and then go into engineering.
Keith Daly- In his spare time, Keith likes to play
guitar and listen to Metallica. In the future he plans
to go to university and continue biological studies.
He would like to leave us by saying in the words of
Metallica (Seek and Destroy): "Scanning the scene
in the city tonight, we're looking for you to start up
a fight, there's an evil feeling in our brain, but its
nothing new, you know it drives us insane."
Kelley Darwin- In his spare time "Tailspin" likes to
drive and cook. His favorite saying is "warm it up".
After graduation he would like to take autobody
mechanics at Camosun College. He would like to
leave us by saying: "If I was a tree, would you climb
all over me, and if I was a tree, would you, could you,
be a tree with me."

Stacy Dixon- "Shorty" will never forget Carmen
B.'s screaming when the bridge broke and D.H.'s
story telling. After work and college, this dance
team member plans to get married and have two kids
or be a bum and live in the Yates St. parkade. Sha,.
right.
Jennifer Dodich- Jen likes to harrass Farrah and go
horseback riding. One of Jen's most embarrassing
moments at school was mispronouncing "organism" in science class. Some literature she leaves
with us: " A l l of a piece throughout, thy chase had a
beast in view. Thy war brought nothing about, thy
loves were all untrue. 'Tis well an old age is out and
time to begin anew". Jen plans to go to university or
college following grad where her hope is to remember her youth forever.
Rima Donnelly- "Rem" likes to hang out with her
boyfriend. She participates in soccer and Student
Council. Her favorite memories of school include

Chris Demarchi- Chris leaves us with this quote
from Northrop Frye: "Here we finally see the real
form of wisdom in human life as the philosophia or
love of wisdom that is creative and not simply
erudite. We see to how the primitive form of
wisdom, using past experience as a balancing pole
for walking the tightrope of life, finally grows,
through incessant discipline and practice, into the
final freedom of movement where, in Yeats' s phrase,
we can no longer tell the dancer from the dance."
Chris plans to lead the New Revolution after graduation.
Dave Dheenshaw- Dave says, "Cheers! to the grad
class of '93! Cheers! to all my best friends! K . M .
for being the best, Cheers! Cheers! J.P. for being a
friend. Cheers! B . N . for being a hustler. Cheers!
T.T. for always being there. Cheers! J.S. for doing
my homework with me. Cheers! M . for going
bowling with me. A . B . for being a twin brother,
Cheers! Party with the best of us, that's all of us! The
party's not over, it has just begun."

Shawna Adams & "Tlie Count"

whole two minutes, Chuck the Celica was the best.
Ryan G . thanks for the pic and Dan my lucky
number's coming up.
Kellie Clarke- This is what Kellie has to say, "Too
often we get scared. Scared of what we might be able
to do. Scared of what they think if we tried. We let
our fears inhibit our dreams. We say 'no' when we
want to say 'yes.' We shout with the others when we
should remain silent Why? After all we do only go
'round once. There's really no time to be afraid. So
stop, try something you've never tried. You have
nothing to lose and everything to gain. Pookie and
Snarkie rule the school! Hawaii was the best with
R.D., V.E.C., J.R. and H.C. (Ha Ha) Gary, you were
my first love. "Well great."
Lynn Clarke- In her spare time " Lynno" enjoys
going out with her friends & playing soccer and
baseball. Her favorite times at school were the days
off. She wants to join the Coast Guard, Search &
Rescue Unit after graduation. She would also like to
"travel around the world."
Robert Clarke- In his spare time,"Opee" likes to
hang out with friends and race his bike for the
Victoria Wheelers and the Wheels of Thunder. His
best memories of school are the school ski trips. He
Julie Payne & Cliff Barlow enjoy the Halloween Dance likes to say "To the roof!" After graduation, he
hopes to ride his bike in the Olympics, build a big
Michelle Clark- says," I wish Audrey all the best house, and pursue a career as a paramedic.
when she finishes school. I want her to always
remember me when school is finished for the night Erica Clarkson- In Erica's spare time she likes to
when my flower power mini almost broke down. I read and write poetry. Also she takes part in the
hope Lucy remembers me for the Long-Haired- Environmental and Amnesty groups. The important
Hippie-Weirdo-Freak article I gave her out of Mon- thing she feels she will leave with us is tips on how
day Magazine. Marisa, Rose and Nicole, thanks for to survive in a Patriarchal culture. After graduation,
listening to my sorrows. Todd, thanks for the Pizza "the Don" would like to act, go to Ireland and open
Pop and for buying me coffee. Nishka thanks for up a restaurant. She would like to leave us by saying
telling me about the green jacket. And to all my other these words by Mark Twain, "let us endeavor so to
friends, stay happy. Remember the short, little happy live, so that when we come to die even the undertaker will be sorry."
girl bouncing through the school halls."
Holly Clarke- Holly's best memories are Hawaii,
Dan, Mai-Tais, Red Hot Chilli Peppers, Zombies,
Dan and the screen, Mike and the fan, Work it, Steve
and John, Reg the bread stealer, U N L V guys. For a

Jarrett Cox- In his spare time Jarrett likes to work
on his Volkswagen. His favorite saying is "No
Murray, I want the money tomorrow- O.K!" After
graduation Jarrett plans to make a huge sum of
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the ski trips and graduation. After graduation, Rima
wants to vacation in Australia or Hawaii. Her goals
for the future are to be a Dental Hygenist or Radiologist.
Jennifer Douglas- Jennifer leaves us the following
stream-of-consciousness observations: 'Two-CanSam, Driving through R.D.'s backwards, Kermit,
I'm sorry, Budge, C P . , P.P., Rollie Pollie, you're
out of control Kellie, Pat's forever, drive at five in
the peanut, Barkie's parties, one timin', not satisfying, Sesame Street, purple undies, coffee stains,
good luck, see ya next year- NOT!"
Melissa Emerick- Melissa loves to go out with her
friends, party, and dance in her spare time. She
remembers her most embarrassing moment, being
interrogated by Craig Bell on a subject she knew
nothing about. She thinks we'll all remember her as
"the stressed out maniac at the back of the class."
After graduation she'd love to travel before going to
university. To all of us she says "It's been 12 long
years but we are finally finished. Thanks to all the
poor teachers who put up with me. To R U , don't
become a police detective, C B should be a reporter
or a lawyer and, finally SB don't forget about me!
Heather Erickson- Heather was born in Bellflower,
California and likes dancing, socializing, and "doin'
the coffee thing". "Heath" is on Student Council,
Counter Attack and Interschool committees. Her
favorite memory was lusting after B2 with Lori.
Heather doesn't get embarrassed, but felt for Lori
when she got embarrassed TWICE (B2). We will
remember Heather for being fun, outgoing, loud,
cranky, talkative and for having her own parking
space for her Bug. Heather's favorite saying is, "I
need coffee!", and, "No, I'm not married yet!". She
plans to travel, discover the meaning of life and then
go back to school. She hopes to marry, have 2.5 kids
and pursue a career as an International Buyer. "Well,
to all of you who will be graduating soon, don't
waste these years. To the Grads, we've made it this
far, so keep on striving. Good luck to all, and thanks
for the memories (coffee, friends, airbands, flashing
X-mas lights, nailing people with candy and the
M.M.T's)Keep in touch!"

Jennifer Dodich's -

".. .most embarrassing
moment was mispronouncing "organism"
in science class"
Darryl Ewart- Alberta born Darryl like to watch
water drip out of the faucets until his eyes glaze over.
Spectrum has been a positive experience for him.
The last quote he would like to leave for his fellow
students is, "Let the system work for you."
Colby Flemming- Cole looks forward to his graduation so he can enroll in university and pursue a
career as a computer programmer. He also enjoys
listening to U2 in his spare time. He hopes he will be
remembered as a hard worker who also can be
serious.
Marisa Flora- In her spare time Marisa likes listening to "Real" music and attending GTO meetings.
Her favorite memory of school is spending endless
hours in the Pit and she thinks everyone will remember her as "The Weird Chick". She can't wait to go
on a world tour with her band mate R.S. She hopes
she'll never go insane and wishes she could live in
the 70's. Marisa will never forget Magical Mystery
Tours.
Kirk Forbes- In "Murray's" spare time he likes to
sleep and reminisce about his girl. Kirk says he has
never had an embarrassing moment because nothing he ever does could embarrass him! After grad,
Kirk plans to party and go back to school once he hits
his mid-life crisis. Kirk leaves us with this saying,
"Let ya' be warned! The Murray Mud Bowl will
return."
Dean Ford- Dean is interested in T.V. and trucks.
In fact, he is known for his knowledge of how to buy
a quality truck. After graduation, Nick intends to go

to university and become a police officer.
Kelley Ford- In her spare time, Kelley likes to shop,
go out with her friends and listen to the Grapes of
Wrath. Her favourite memory of school was meeting Alex. She says her most embarrassing moment
was in her performance of "Black or White" at the
end of grade 11. After graduation Kelly plans to
work for a year and then go to college. Her hopes
for the future are to become a journalist or psychologist and "to travel the unknown land".
Jeremy Foster- Jeremy enjoys playing hockey and
going to the movies. His favorite memory of school
is Mr.Tschritter 's Friday outfit, and he'll never
forget getting dunked at the Magical Mystery Tour.
"Jer" hopes to be remembered as a great dancer and
an all around nice guy. He observes, "No man has
the right to do as he pleases unless he pleases to do
it right." After graduation he hopes to play pro
hockey. He had fun in cooks training and he'll miss
the good times with fellow students. Jer would like
to say thanks and good-bye to Miss Armstrong, Mrs.
Thayer, Kim and Julie.
Natasha Foster- Natasha was born in Nanaimo, and
likes fixing her car, playing war games and camping. "Pongs" likes to compete in rifle competitions,
and her closest friends are Mon and Mon. Her most
embarrasing moments involved her car breaking
down. People will remember Natasha for always
striving for the best and is often heard saying "I
can't believe...". After graduation Natasha plans to
go to Royal Roads Military College to become a
physiotherapist and an officer in the Air Force. She
leaves us with this Edgar Allan Poe quotation,

"Be true to yourselves
and everything else
will fall into place"
-Pamela Hitchmough

"Sleep away those last slices of death, how I loathe
them."
Regina Frank- In her spare time, Regina likes to
hang around with her pals. Reg likes to play slow
pitch and basketball. Her favorite memory of school
was grades 1-5. Her favorite saying is "Not".
John Frederick- John leaves us with this quotation
from Revelation 22:8. "And I John saw these things,
and heard them. And when I had heard and seen, I
fell down to worship before the feet of the angel
which showed me these things."
Anna Freeborn- Anna claims her most embarrassing moment at school was when she walked into the
wrong class - and didn't even realize it! She enjoys
drawing, reading and Mr. Brelsford's law class. She
says she'll be remembered for being the shy and
quiet person in the back of the class. Anna plans to
go to the University of Australia to become an
architect.
Murray Galbraith - In his sparetime, Murray likes
to play hockey, party and hang with Lisa S. His
favorite memory in school was meeting his sweetie
Lisa Stefani. Murray's most embarrassing moment
was skipping down the hall doing a Pee-Wee Herman
impression. He will be remembered as taller than all
the rest of his classmates. Murray's favorite saying
is "So what if I have no ass." After graduation he
hopes to go play hockey at some university.
Jesse Galvon- In her spare time "Blue Magic" likes
to go out with people and participate in Intermurals
at lunchtime. Her favorite memory in school was
spending time with her friends and her most embarrassing moment was when she was playing volleyball at lunch and the ball hit her in the chest and
knocked her over. She says she doesn't have a
favorite saying but she likes to use "Big Words." In
the future she would like to "join the army and rule
the world" and then get a well paying job.
Geoff Gaunt - "Vanilla" likes to hang out, drop out,
and work out His hair will be his lasting impression
and his favorite memory is the time he was gracious
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to university and become a police officer.
Kelley Ford- In her spare time, Kelley likes to shop,
go out with her friends and listen to the Grapes of
Wrath. Her favourite memory of school was meeting Alex. She says her most embarrassing moment
was in her performance of "Black or White" at the
end of grade 11. After graduation Kelly plans to
work for a year and then go to college. Her hopes
for the future are to become a journalist or psychologist and "to travel the unknown land".
Jeremy Foster- Jeremy enjoys playing hockey and
going to the movies. His favorite memory of school
is Mr.Tschritter 's Friday outfit, and he'll never
forget getting dunked at the Magical Mystery Tour.
"Jer" hopes to be remembered as a great dancer and
an all around nice guy. He observes, "No man has
the right to do as he pleases unless he pleases to do
it right." After graduation he hopes to play pro
hockey. He had fun in cooks training and he'll miss
the good times with fellow students. Jer would like
to say thanks and good-bye to Miss Armstrong, Mrs.
Thayer, Kim and Julie.
Natasha Foster- Natasha was born in Nanaimo, and
likes fixing her car, playing war games and camping. "Pongs" likes to compete in rifle competitions,
and her closest friends are Mon and Mon. Her most
embarrasing moments involved her car breaking
down. People will remember Natasha for always
striving for the best and is often heard saying "I
can't believe...". After graduation Natasha plans to
go to Royal Roads Military College to become a
physiotherapist and an officer in the Air Force. She
leaves us with this Edgar Allan Poe quotation,

"Be true to yourselves
and everything else
will fall into place"
-Pamela Hitchmough

"Sleep away those last slices of death, how I loathe
them."
Regina Frank- In her spare time, Regina likes to
hang around with her pals. Reg likes to play slow
pitch and basketball. Her favorite memory of school
was grades 1-5. Her favorite saying is "Not".
John Frederick- John leaves us with this quotation
from Revelation 22:8. "And I John saw these things,
and heard them. And when I had heard and seen, I
fell down to worship before the feet of the angel
which showed me these things."
Anna Freeborn- Anna claims her most embarrassing moment at school was when she walked into the
wrong class - and didn't even realize it! She enjoys
drawing, reading and Mr. Brelsford's law class. She
says she'll be remembered for being the shy and
quiet person in the back of the class. Anna plans to
go to the University of Australia to become an
architect.
Murray Galbraith - In his sparetime, Murray likes
to play hockey, party and hang with Lisa S. His
favorite memory in school was meeting his sweetie
Lisa Stefani. Murray's most embarrassing moment
was skipping down the hall doing aPee-Wee Herman
impression. He will be remembered as taller than all
the rest of his classmates. Murray's favorite saying
is "So what if I have no ass." After graduation he
hopes to go play hockey at some university.
Jesse Galvon- In her spare time "Blue Magic" likes
to go out with people and participate in Intermurals
at lunchtime. Her favorite memory in school was
spending time with her friends and her most embarrassing moment was when she was playing volleyball at lunch and the ball hit her in the chest and
knocked her over. She says she doesn't have a
favorite saying but she likes to use "Big Words." In
the future she would like to "join the army and rule
the world" and then get a well paying job.
Geoff Gaunt - "Vanilla" likes to hang out, drop out,
and work out. His hair will be his lasting impression
and his favorite memory is the time he was gracious

enough to park a grade 11 's car for him on the
sidewalk. ' T a l l , blonde hair, blue eyes, surfer all the
way, boomin', Rick, sick sometimes, gum, and
milk," are among his sayings.
Randy Gelling- "Ubermensch" is involved in
transcendal meditation but he feels that his lasting
impression he will leave with us is "confusion"!?
After graduation he would like to return to Tibet and
achieve Nirvana. He would like to leave us by
saying - " A l l life is sorrowful," Buddha's first noble
truth.

ball, basketball and soccer teams, as well as serving
on the Students Council. Her favorite memory of
school was her first trip to Mt. T with T.S. and C.H.
After grad Kathy hopes to travel first and then return
to school to become a doctor. "I'd like to thank all
those people who have made my year at Spectrum
unforgettable. A special thanks T.J. for understanding and being such a good friend,;M.L. for all the
great talks, the volleyball team for a great season and
all the memories . Thanks."

Andrew Goran- Andrew, who was born in St.
W a 1b e r g ,
Saskachewan, likes
drift fishing on the
Kimberly GentCowichan River.
Kim says she has lots
He is involved in
of memories and has
football, fishing
met many new
and
hockey.
friends here at Spec"Igor's" most emtrum . I would j ust like
barrassing moment
to tell K . M . that he is
was getting yelled
no longer a jellyfish;
at by Mr. Clemens,
to W.C. that we all
but students will aldrive in a beige
ways remember
Volare\ that K.T. is a
him as always betraitor, to C . R .
ing willing to do the
haven't smelled any
best
job possible.
Greek salad lately!;
After graduation,
to B.L. yes, eyes is
Andrew plans to go
your sunshine! To
to a good university
B.H. yes, even if you
Lonnie Campbell, Qui Bonn, , T U » U . > / » U wuusun,
or college, and belooked like that, I'd
Trish Maxwell & Karma Doll
come
a marine-bistill be your friend,
and to J.D., my tin can man buddy, you've got ologist. Igor says "I wish the 92-93 graduating class
rhythm coming out of your butt and I think you've of Spectrum the best of luck. I hope their dreams
got potential to be a professional dancer!! Just come true and they achieve their goals."
buggin - take care and luv ya!
Michael Goulet- Michael likes to ride bikes, play
Randy Ginger- Vancouver-born Randy likes to pool and go to Taco Time. After graduation Michael
sleep, work and have fun. He will always remember wants to go to U Vic or Camosun. he leaves us with
the early hours in the cafeteria. After graduation, these thoughts, "Being the mysterious Capricorn
Randy plans to go to post- secondary school, to that I am -1 thought I'd leave the school with a few
become a chef and own an expensive restaurant. words to remember me by. To attract and hold
He'd like to say "What's up! " to R.G., J.B., S.L., Capricorn: Be reassuring, offer your devotion and
loyalty. Don't hesitate to touch your Capricorn
S.P., A . G . , B.T., R.E. and R.
lover, affectionately rubbing an arm or a shoulder as
Katherine Giovando- Kathy plays on the volley- you pass. Or just quietly hold hands driving in a car.

A l l these little signs of love are precious to a Capricorn."
Ryan Graham- Ryan likes listening to Led Zeppelin, going to movies and hanging out at Johnny Zees.
Ryan wants to be a cowboy, astronaut, or maybe a
rock star. He hopes to one day win the Florida state
lottery and buy an N H L franchise. "As we wind on
down the road, our shadows taller than our soul.
There walks a lady we all know, who shines white
light and wants to show how everything still turns to
gold, and if you listen very hard, the tune will come
to you at last When all are one and one is all.To to
be a rock and not to roll." -Led Zeppelin.
Kerry Grainger- Everyone will remember Kerry
for always having her little bag of veggies and
playing cards. She
hopes to go to U V i c
after
graduation.
Steve AdamsKerry will never forget the "Tennessee
Bird
Walk"
(airbands), with all
her fellow chuckers
(T.L.,L.S.,D.J.,J.G.)
'The past two years
at Spectrum have
been truly fantastic
and I wish everyone
good luck in the future. I will miss seeing everyone
all the time - keep in touch!"

"Mella" was involved in Student Council and her
favorite memories of school were the grades 8,9 and
10 band trips and her gumbuddy (D.S.) Carmel's
most embarrassing moment was having her grade 7
principal kiss her nose in front of everybody. She
wants to travel and attend university after graduation to become a doctor of medical technology and
then have a family. "I would like to thank all those
special people who have made my 2 years at Spectrum both enjoyable and memorable and a very
special thanks to my close friends who have always
stood by me and listened (T.R. C.S. T.R.) To all the
fellow and future grads, congratulations, and no
matter how hard things get, hang in there - one day
it will all be over and you can look back at it and
laugh. We're here for a good time, not a long time."
Katarina GurgulIn her spare time
Kathy likes to party,
relax and talk long
on the phone. She
takes part in skiing
and water-skiing
and after graduation
she plans to go
home to Europe for
the summer and
then go to university when she returns. Her dreams for the future are
to pursue a successful career and be happy in life.
Kathy would like to "thank everyone, especially
P.S.who has helped me get through this stressful
final year. She would also like to say, "Never underestimate yourself."

Hopes to be as successful as Dave Dheenshaw
thinks he will be"

Angela Green- Life can be so difficult and confusing. There are many decisions a person must make.
Think and choose carefully. That choice may affect
the rest of your life.
Amanda Gudgeon- Amanda lists horseback-riding
as one of her favorite activities. Her most embarrassing moment was walking into the wrong class
and her favorite is Mr. Tschritters split personality.
After high school Amanda plans to party and travel,
then study to become a C A . "O.K., put it this way."

Kristal Harrison - In her spare time "Curly" likes
to shop, read and watch movies. She takes part in
both softball and intermural clubs. She says her
favorite memory of school was "Jake the bunny."
Kristal's favorite saying is,"Whatever." After graduation she plans to drive to Edmonton to visit Shelly
for two weeks. Her goal is to become a primary
school teacher.

Carmel Guild- Carmel likes hanging out with her
friends, going on long walks and lifting weights.

Mark Hall- Mark leaves us with this poem by

Michelle Watson. "They're all standing thereto purchase their rings. It's the end of the year, but the start
of new things. They march down the aisle in their
caps and their gowns. Some off to new jobs, some
off to new towns. They're all dressed up to go to the
prom. Good luck to all grads as you move along!
Graduations a time of changing and sorrow. Say
goodbye to today and hello to tomorrow."
Shanda Hames- In her spare time Shanda likes to
read and play soccer. She takes part in soccer and
basketball clubs. Her favorite memory of school
was the warm fuzzy assemblies. Her most embarrassing moment was when she spilled coke on the
floor near her locker. After graduation she plans to
go to UVic or Camosun and find work. Her dreams
for the future are to own a home, be happy and to live
alone.
David Harvey- "Harv" likes to go camping and play
hockey. One of his favorite memories is of- " A l

catching on fire" and the "Subaru Justy in Parksville"
His most embarrassing moment at school was falling out of his chair in T.A. He hopes to become a big
boy and drive a Tonka Truck.
Natalie Haubert- "Chadalie" likes to take part in
the aerobics club. She believes that fellow students
will think of her as someone who was having a good
time! Natalie's favorite saying is "Shya Right!"
After graduation she plans to go to university and
then go into business.
Meghan Haymes- Meg would just like to thank
Melanie and Chan for being such good friends, Brad
for being so weird, and Telly for making things more
interesting. Congratulations to all those who grad
and are finally free!
Claire Helliwell- In her spare time Claire likes to
write. Her most embarrassing moment in school was
when she got her pants pulled down in front of an
assembly. After graduation Claire plans to "Get a
life". In the future she hopes to have a job that
doesn't drag her down. She'd like to say" Thanx to
my Mom and Dad and E.A., C.H, D.S, J.B and J.B..
G R A D R U L E S ! ! " She also advises,"Don't take life
so seriously; and There isn't an answer for everything."
Sally Henderson- Sally' s favorite memory of school
was break, lunch and her friends. In her spare time
she likes to sleep and spend time with her friends. In
the future she plans to party and then win the lottery.

"A hair-raising experience" for Shannon Hollister

Amber Hitchen- In her spare time Amber likes to
listen to Pink Floyd, read, write and make hats out of
ordinary household products. She says " A l l those
who dress, walk and talk the same, form some
opinions of your own! You'll find individuality is
much more interesting. After graduation she hopes
to go to college and become a successful writer and
then, hopefully, kick this awful hatchapstick fetish.
She leaves us with this inspirational quote" 1992 was
my most insane year yet. Dead hamsters, hats, cults,
Nancy, 425 ker "Timmy"...you get the picture
"ROAR!".

Pamela Hitchmough- Pam was captain of the Volleyball team, and was also a member of the Basketball team. Her favorite saying is 'That's Crazy!." In
the future Pam is going to go to university. "I'd like
to thank all my friends who made my last year at
school so great (including those at Belmont SP, SD,
TB etc) D.G, A.R, H.C, C.W, J.J and E.S. And
thanks to my teachers for their encouragement and
faith and M . H , Mr.S and Cheryl. Thanks to future
students I'd just like to say " Be true to yourselves
and everything else with fall into place".
Constance Hong- In her spare time Constance likes
to go cycling with her friends, read and shop. Her
favorite memory of school is bugging her science
teacher and her favorite saying is "you hurt my
feeling excruciatingly" After graduation Constance
plans to go to UVic and her dream in the future is to
become a successful career woman.
Shayle Hong- In her spare time Shayle likes to listen
to music and party. After graduation she plans to
party, travel to Europe and U S A and then go University. Her dream for the future is to make lots of
money. She says" Danielle, have fun next year in
school. Good luck snip!"
Carrie Hope- In her spare time Carrie likes to hang
out with her friends, go for coffee and stay away
from the school atmosphere. Her favorite memory
of school is all the friends she's made and the
friendships she hopes to keep. Carrie's most embarrassing moment was at the beginning of grade 11
when she got her friend's car stuck on a parking
barrier and she had to get some guys she didn't know
to lift the car over the barrier. After graduation she
is going to party until she has to hit the books again
in January for college. In the future she hopes to
marry the man of her dreams and live the life of a
yuppie. Carrie leaves us with this.Tf you love something set it free. If it comes back to you; its yours. If
it doesn't; it never was."
Ian Huntbach- Ian would just like to say "Some see
the glass and say it's half full. Some see the glass and
say it's half empty. I see the glass and say - hey somebody drank out of that."To the graduating class

of 1993 "Have a good time, all the time!"
Penny Ingram-Johnson- This Edmontonion likes
to cook and bake, and is involved in Cooks Training.
Penny will always remember her friends, and when
she passed out in the kitchen and had to go to the
hospital. In fact, she will be remembered for constantly being in the hospital and for saying " Let's go
for a nature hike!"After graduation, Penny plans to
go to Malaspina College to become the best chef in
the world. She says, " I would like to thank all my
friends for all their support."
Nina Johal- Nina would like to say that her two
years at Spectrum were an interesting experience,
and yet there's still so much to learn as one goes
through life. She would like to thank her friends H.
B., R.V., R.B., C.W., M.D., for making her experiences here even better. And, yes, she will miss those

games in the mall and those Multicultural Club
meetings. She leaves Spectrum with this message,"If
you compare yourself with others, you may become
vain and better; for always there will be greater and
lesser persons than yourself. Max Ehrmann.
Alan Johnson- Alan
likes to go camping
and listen to Dave
Harvey's story telling. He would also
like to make a pro
team in hockey and
go to university. "To
all the grads, have a
heck of a life maybe
I'll see you around.
And a special thanks
to all the teachers for
their help. "To the Spectrum Grads of ' 93WOOOO!"

Montego Bay yet. And, of course, to C . H you're
awesome! This year wouldn't have been the same
without you. thanx snooky, U2 was great!"
Ross Jolly- "Rosco" was born in Calgary He likes
playing soccer,
hanging out at
Payless, and camping. His favorite
school memory was
the Vancouver Soccer Trip in'92 (Boo
C l u b ) . Rosco's
most embarrassing
moment was when
he had his head
shaved by the soc-Denise Jury
cer team, and his
favorite saying is
"Happy Birthday Ward." Ross plans to go to Hawaii, then attend college to become an engineer. He
says "I'd like to wish all the grads good luck in the
future, and may all their dreams come true. Ahh
yeah!"

"To all the grads of '93,
realize now that we are free,
full of good friendships and
memories that will
always last"

Keith Johnson- Keith says he likes to run over
people in his Mustang, then take their wallets, Keith
participates in the chess club, and Quarter football
club. His favorite memory of school was when he
did a 360° slam and broke the glass. His favorite
saying is, "You're on Crack!" After graduation
Keith hopes to work and go skiing as much as
possible.
Nikki Johnson- In her spare time, Nikki likes to
have fun and takes part in the Cooks Training
program. Her favorite memories of school are all the
good times she had with her friends. After graduation, Nikki plans to party, have fun then live a
comfortable life style. "Keep in touch M.F., R.S.,
G.R, N.T., J.B., P.I-J."
Tanya Johnson- Tanya says," I was supposed to
graduate last year, but I was foolish and didn't
finish. Anyone who knows me, knows I'm not a
school person! Thanx to K - G for breakfast on
Mondays and for all your calendars I beat you! To
M . L for being the greatest little sister and best
friend. To S.R. for all our meaningful conversations
about J.S. and C.H. Don't worry L.B, we'll get to

Denise Jury- "Dee" says that the last two years at
Spectrum were an excellent experience for her. She
wants to wish "Good Luck" to all of her friends and
even if they all go their separate ways she will not
forget them and the good times that they shared. She
says, ' T o all the grads of 93, realize now that we are
free, full of good friendships and memories that will
always last. Good luck to everyone in the future and
keep in touch!"
Robert Kalyn- In his spare time "Rito" enjoys
curling and bowling and plans to go to university, so
he can become a computer engineer and raise a
family. He observes, "Life is wonderful and full of
joy. Savour each and every moment, for life is short,
not sweet, and may pass you by"
Nav Kambo- In his spare time "Baby Nouve" likes
to party and "have operations". He takes part in
soccer and airbands at school. In fact, Nav's favorite
memory of school was winning the airband contest.
He believes fighting is dumb and can just cause

trouble. After graduation he plans to become a
lawyer. He hopes to keep in touch with his friends
and thinks Spectrum is "the coolest school".
Nick Kardum- Nick likes to play the drums in his
spare time. School wasn't his favorite place so his
favorite memory of it is leaving it. In Nick's future,
he sees himself either being a race car driver, rock
star or a lawyer. Before he follows his dream, he
would like to find the meaning of life. Asking people
" what's your damage, or to feel my muscles."
Nick's last comment was to ask anyone who knows
a word which ends in " G R Y " besides angry and
hungry to call him.
Toby King- Toby was born in London, England and
plays cards in his spare time. He takes part in rugby
and his favorite saying is "whatever". He advises,
"Don't start, 'cause you won't stop."
Susan Kitchenham- In her spare time, "Gruber"
watches baseball and listens to Blue Rodeo. Her
favorite memory of school was showing up on the
Monday after the Blue Jays won the world series and
saying "I told you so!" to everyone who said they
couldn't do it. The lasting impression that she will
leave with us is that she is a "bubbly short person
with lots of school
spirit. Her plans for
the future include
taking a year off,
going and seeing
some Blue Rodeo
concerts, going to
college, then marrying a baseball player.
Kirsten Lauvaas
Kirsten leaves us
with this quote from
Winston Churchill.
"This is not the end.
It is not even the beginning of the

her teachers and the friends she made. She likes to go
out in her spare time, and she also enjoys playing
volleyball and soccer. Mary plans to work and go to
college after graduation. She says she will miss her
friends very much.
Trisha Lewis- Tn her spare time "pants" can be
seen with Jesse G. and the rest of the time she is with
Mike, her boyfriend. She takes part in intermurals.
Her favorite memory was teaching her best friend
Jesse to eat. Trish will be known for her craziness.
Her favorite saying is "What is that ?." In the future
Trish plans to work at the Brass Duck, marry Mike
and have a wonderful career. "Pants" would like to
say "I am very proud to be the first to graduate in the
Lewis family".
Wendy L i - Wendy likes to take part in photography
and the Multicultural Club. She says she "hopes to
be rich, famous, and to live in the countryside and
perhaps win the Nobel Prize for work done in the
science field." Wendy would like to thank all of her
friends of Spectrum Grad 93' for making the last two
years more interesting and enjoyable. "Good luck to
the present grade elevens!"
Cheryl L i n - In the future, Cheryl plans to get an
M . B . A . and a B.A.
in Commerce. She
leaves us with this
quote: "I just want
to say a big thank
you to my two dearest friends, Preet
and Cathy, who
have always been
there for me and
supported me in the
challenges that I
faced with each new
day. I know that we
-Heather Erikson may not always be
together in person,
but I'll always have
a place for them in my heart. Thanks for all the
laughter! To all my Geology buddies, I wish you all
the best in the future because you certainly deserve

"Good luck to all, and
thanks for the
memories...flashing Xmas
lights ...nailing people
with candy .. .Keep in
touch"

end.But it is, perhaps the end of the beginning."
Mary Le- Mary's favorite memory of school was

Clifton Louie- Clifton was born in Victoria, and
likes hiking, watching T V , playing drums, drawing
and 4x4'ing. He also takes part in rugby and track
and field. He plans to travel and hike, and hopes to
become a police officer.
James Mace- James enjoys rugby. He plans to
attend university after graduation and hopes to make
a lot of money and still have time to go hunting and
fishing.
Jacob Matychuk- When not playing hockey or
taking part in teams, Jake likes to spend his time
renting movies and playing nintendo. His most
embarrassing moment was getting caught using
acid to burn a hole in his teacher's pants. He hopes
to become a rich commentator, but in the meantime
will earn money for college and play hockey.

Good buddies -Sed Bruner & Ben Williams

it. Always remember I'm here for you. Always be yourself and follow
your dreams."
Bonnie Lindner- Bonnie was born in Victoria, likes
to hang out with her friends and watch Ernest
movies. She is involved in soccer and Softball.
Chugger's favorite memory was geography class
with Ru and Shelby. She is often heard saying "Now
that's arecliner!"," okay,okay, okay", "Ahhhh yeah"
and "jinx, you owe me a peach." After graduation,
she plans to travel to Germany and Hawaii, and
plans to one day become a nurse, get married and
have two kids. Bonnie says " I will be friends with
legs and Me Tired forever, we will have to party it
up in Duncan next year and have another food fight,
although popcorn, broccoli and green peppers are
now banned from all social activities."

Tavis McDougall- In his spare time "Uncle Goofy"
can be found working on his Civic saying "bite me",
and " O i vay". He plans to make a nuisance of
himself at Camoson College for a few years and then
get a good job to pay for everything he wants. Tavis
says he'll never forget the time M . M . drove into
P.B.'s Mercedes, or when his mother unexpectedly
showed up at school. He leaves us with these thoughts
by Ozzy Osbourne. "Cause you feel life's unreal,
and you're living a he, such a shame who's to
blame?, and you're wondering why, then you ask
from your casket, is there life after birth?, what you
sow can be hell on this earth, hell on this earth."
Kevin McEneany- When not playing soccer, Kevin
claims to enjoy bugging Sherri P. His favorite memories of school are parties and dances and he says his
friends will remember him as "a noble Irishman".
Kevin plans to attend University after school and
leaves us with this quote. " A l l I wanna do is on the
voom, voom, voom and the boom, boom. Hope to
keep in touch with my friends for a long time".
Nicole McFarland- Nicole likes to listen to live
music, drink copious amounts of coffee at Java, trail
build in the Walbran and travel. "Spacecadet" says
that after graduation she plans to drink Guinness and
hang out with sheep in Ireland with Cari. She hopes

to be living outside Victoria in 1994-maybe to
disappear into the woods and live like the ewoks
with a respectable counterpart. She would like to
have a happy humble life or maybe to open up a
"really cool, hot happening cafe". Her favorite saying is that "Lefties are the only people in their right
mind. Yeeehaww!"
Ruairi (Rue) McFarlane- Ru observes, "even
though I spent four years at Spectrum, the last two
are the ones that count because of excellent teachers
who helped me turn my life around. There is only
one person who can fill your emptiness, and I urge
you to seek out a personal relationship with him. For
God loves you so much that he sent his only son to
die for you. His word declares "Then you will know
the truth, and the truth will set you free." (John 8:32)
These words are words to live by. Christianity is a
personal relationship with Jesus not a religion. God
bless all my friends, I love you all.
Shelby McDwain- "Blondie" likes to spend her
time swimming and talking on the phone. She also
enjoys Softball and claims her favorite memory of
school was spending geography with Ruairi and
Bonnie. In future Shelby plans to become a
paramedic or a marine biologist, "to all the grade
elevens; may your grade twelve year be your most
memorable yet, I know mine was! To K . H . and B.L.
may the road we travel now be as good as the last FRIENDS F O R E V E R ! ! "

will leave with her fellow students is that she's "the
greatest." After graduation she wants to take surveying and mapping at Camosun College.
Tracy Metcalf- Tracy is going to work and then go
back to school after graduation. Tracy hopes that the.
mysterious circles in the fields will be solved and
that they find the caramilk secret. Her ultimate goal
is to "make it through life in one piece."
Keith Monaghan- Victorian-born Keith likes
4x4'ing and fishing, and takes part in sports car
clubs. His favorite memory was woodwork shop,
and his most embarrassing problem is being a twin.
Understandably "Wahima's" favorite saying is "I'm
not Willie". Keith wants to work in construction in
the future.
Willie Monaghan- In his spare time Willie likes to
four wheel drive. His memories of Spectrum include everyone getting he and his brother Kieth
mixed up. Willie's favorite saying is "I'm not Keith!".
After graduation he plans to go to college. Willie's
big dream for the future is to get a position in the
Canadian Coast Guard.

Erin Mclntyre- In her spare time " A m " likes to
watch T V , go for coffee, party and hang out with
friends. Erin's favorite memory of school was "Any
day she didn't have to be at school". After graduation Erin hopes to work or go to college.
Bradley Mellafont- Bradley was bom in Milk River,
Alberta. His main interests are working out and
skiing. After graduation he plans to continue his
education, pursuing a career in sports medicine.H e
also hopes to make an "awesome ski movie" and
claims "skiing is life - the rest is details."
Ryanne Metcalf- Ryanne likes to cycle, cook and
eat. The lasting impression that Ryanne thinks she

Kathy Gurgul & Bob Nguyen enjoy the day
at Shawnigan Lake

Sarah Monds- In her spare time, Sarah enjoys
reading, cooking, and hiking. She also belongs to a
choir. She will remember her talks with Mrs. Thayer
and blushes over spilling her coffee on her lunch.
After graduation Sarah will work, travel, and attend
college to become a professional chef. Sarah would
like us to remember "the time to be nice to people is
when you don't have to be."

white Bug and actually being seen driving it. People
will remember him for leaving his big, fat tire marks
on the pavement from his black Supra. He is often
heard saying "no doubt" and "whatever". He hopes
to become a police officer or work in a hospital.
Adam's dream is to get a good job, awesome girlfriend or a "wife". Adam says "What goes around,
comes around."

Pauline Moshier- Pauline was born in Victoria, and
likes dancing, talking, and hanging out with her
friends. People will remember Pauline for being a
happy, fun-loving person who is always saying
"cool!". After graduation, she plans to go to university and travel, and she hopes to get married and get
a good job. Pauline would like to thank everyone
who made school memorable, and says 'The purpose of life is a life of purpose."

Bob Nguyen- Bob says," I feel the tears in my eyes
every time I think of all the good times at Spectrum.
Spectrum has taught me all about what good friends
really are. There is such a wonderful family sense
here at Spectrum and I'm truly grateful I had my
chance to participate and share my love. I want
everyone to know you are each special in your own
way and I hold a special place for you in my heart.
Peace, Love and Happiness to everyone."

Darrel Murray- Darrel likes to 4x4, mountain bike
and watch T V in his spare time. His favorite saying
is "shut now, eh". After graduation, "Stickman"
intends to become a police officer.

Cory Nielson- Cory enjoys quality afternoon in the
pit. Todd is Cory's buddy and wishes him well for
the future. Cory plans to do much herbal healing in
his future. "Love ya babe! "

Sarah Needley- The damp night cast, shadows to
mime; Descend by the heaven as endless as time.
Caress of a wind, freed from the heart; Bear to the
ocean our spirits apart.

Dallas Nisbet- Dallas likes playing hockey and
partying. "Probert" is on a hockey team and a
fastball team outsideschool. His most embarrassing
moment was being thrown in the ocean at Bamberton.
He is often heard saying "Thanks for coming out" or
"some people's kids!" Probert plans to become a
firefighter and get a big house and a nice car. Dallas
would like to thank
his Mom and Dad
and friends because, "without
them, none of this
would have been
possible."

Jennifer Nettleton- Jennifer was born in Calgary.
She likes to listen to music and party. She says," I
don't mind i f you
forget me, having
learned my lesson. I
never left an impression on anyone. The
pressure to change,
to move on, was
strange and very
strong so this is why
I tell you I really do
understand. 'Bye Bye"-Morrissey

"Caress of wind, freed
from the heart; bear to the
ocean our spirits apart"

Adam Newman- Victorian bom Adam enjoys
mountain biking, 4 x 4'ing and motor biking. He
takes part in mountain biking, rugby and tennis. "No
Fear's" most embarrassing moment was owning his

-Sarah Needley

Nicole NortonNicole takes part in
rowing and soccer clubs and she enjoyed the Magical Mystery Tour. She has this to say, "Have you
ever had your mom or dad say, " Y o u ' l l never get
anywhere in life!" Well, may I ask this question?
Where are we supposed to go?

Eve Nott- In her spare time Eve likes to do Origami
and drink coffee, and she belongs to a local pool
club. Her favourite memory of school is a toss up
between the rocks in the Geology lab and the
aquarium in the Biology lab. Eve's most embarrassing moment was when she arrived at school on a
discretionary day.
After graduation Eve
plans to move to
Nanaimo and buy a
house. Somewhere
down the line she
thinks she might like
to "open a junk
shop."

Uyen Pham- Uyenie likes spending her spare time
with Neil. She says her most embarassing moment
was "watching the Lawnmower Man on Halloween." After grad she plans to continue with school
for another ten years.
John Phan- "Your
senior year is your
most important
school year. Here
we all mature into
adults and leave our
childhood behind.
Playing team sports
-John Phan and going to wild
parties, at the time
it is all part of being
a teenager, but when we leave, these memories will
last in our hearts forever. We will cherish them like
diamonds for they can never be replaced. Never
forget these times because they just happen once in
your lifetime, for me anyway."

"Never forget these times
because they just happen
once in your lifetime...

Carrie
ParkerCarrie likes to listen to music, work and party. Bom
in Vernon, her most embarrassing moment was
when she "puked in the water fountain in grade one.
"After graduation, Carrie plans to travel, work and
go to Greece. In the future, she hopes to get married,
have kids and own a "1970 Boss Mustang. M y
favorite group is Led Zeppelin. I'd like to say "hi" to
dancin' Danish and I'm a Lancer."
Julie Payne- Julie would like to be remembered for
her tea drinking, her calm driving while under the
sucrose influence and her steady footing. She has
had a great time with everyone at Spectrum and
hopes to have many more enjoyable times in parks,
parking lots and beaches.
Kathryn Peebles- Kathy says, "Remember, those
who yell the loudest are usually those who don't
know why they're yelling. Take time to find out who
God is, before you turn down his gift to you, and
please don't procrastinate, you don't have the time."
'And remember thy creator in the days of the youth,
before the evil days come, and the years draw nigh,
of which thou shalt say, I have no pleasure in them'
- Ecclesiastes 12:1 'and besides my son, be warned
of them: of making many books their is no end, and
much study is a weariness of the flesh.' Ecclesiastes
12:12 "So don't too stressed at college/university
all you scholars, hey, this message comes from
God!"

Lanore Porter- Reading books, watching movies,
and playing video games are among "Nicabator's
favorite activities. She says being caught sleeping
under a computer lab table was her most embarrassing school moment and plan's to get a car and work
part-time after graduation. Lanore leaves us with
this quote "Excuses are your lack of faith in your
own powers."
Kendra Powell- "I grew up saying I wanted to be
somebody. I tried to look different, tried to be
different. You get what you've been searching for
all those years, and then you spend the rest of your
life trying to hide. My apologies for not including all
of you in my acceptance speech when I earn my
Emmy but I will remember the friends I spent the
best two summers of my life with and my fellow
feminists."
Sherri Pusateri- "This is for my friends. Those who
aren't, I did fine without you. Thanks to every one
of my friends for being there when I did and didn't
need you. You choose your friends with utmost care,
every single person is unique and rare. Your friends

will always be there for you, and in turn you shall be
there too. Don't lose touch over the many years,
because your friends help with your sorrows and
tears. A l l the good times are shared with each and
every friend, your true friends will be there till the
end! We're done!! Good luck and keep in touch!! "
Rob Radloff- Although he's only been at Spectrum
a short time, Rob has many fond memories both of
Spectrum and his teen years in general. They include: Burning the Broom and doing the laundry
with PH, G H , M i B , et. al.; working on the yearbook
and sneaking food items onto the third floor. His
future plans include kicking butt wherever he goes
and getting a condo in the
Carribean. "If there were two
of me, maybe I could cope
better. Adios, Amoebas."

Jen, glad we're friends again, and Japan is coming.
Alexis Ross- Lex writes "As I am forced to write
about my past two years at Spectrum, I find myself
with a few unanswered questions. W i l l Heather
ever receive enough medication to relie ve her chronic
condition? Will Timmy ever get a new wooden leg?
Will Jen ever get 'The Budgie"? W i l l Farrah ever
graduate? Will Tracy ever learn where to put her
used "wrappers"... and will I ever become a circle
researcher?"
Samantha Ross- "Sam" was bom in Victoria, and
likes going out for coffee and talking with a friend.
She will remember all the
people she met who know
her for being very outspoken. Sam, who is often
heard saying "Mukahi
mukahiny ho", plans to
take a year off and work
-Rob Ray
after graduation. She hopes
to become a professional
photographer and travel
worldwide. She says, "As much as I am happy to
leave Spectrum, I am also sad. The days and times
for fun are over but all the friends I have made will
never be forgotten. To all the people I just said ' H i '
to, and the special friends. I want to thank you all for
letting me be what I thought I could never beHAPPY."

"I just hope to be
happy in my life"

Rob Ray- "Boots" likes to
drive around and watch T. V .
He observes, "you can work
hard and still have fun."
After graduation he plans to
go to U.B.C. and become a general practitioner. He
observes, "I just hope to be happy in my life."

Tracey Roberts- In her spare time Tracey likes to
go shopping and hang out with her friends. She
would like to say to all her wonderful and understanding friends" Thanks for nothing" (Ha, Ha) In
the future Tracey hopes to open T and T Tots
daycare and get married and have children. After
graduation, she is going to take a year off to travel
then attend Camosun College.
Tricia Rose- Tricia was bom in Powell River and
her favorite memory of school was getting the grade
7 Citizenship Award with Michelle Leek. "Shorty"
enjoys shoppping, hanging around with her friends,
and working out. She is often heard saying "As if..",
and plans to go to Japan on a student exchange, work
for a year, and then go college. She also wants to
open her own daycare. She says, " A special thanks
to Mrs. Thayer for making my 2 years at Spectrum
easier for me." For the rest of my friends thanks for
being there sharing all the good times we've had.

Chandra Rouse- Chan says, "The last two years
have been great! I have met lots of new people! I'd
like to thank U.P, M . H . and M . B for always being
there for me. K . G . I'm glad we overcame our differences. To all the grads, good luck. Grad 93!"
Rajinder Saini- Raj enjoys playing soccer, football, and hockey. He also likes reading. He says
school was fun, but he was embarrassed when he got
caught skipping out. After graduation, Raj plans to
go back to India and then become "a very successful
businessman". "Go to class and get a real education", he advises.
Mike Scarrow- Mike enjoys playing hockey and

camping in his spare time. One of his favorite
memories was camping at Long Beach where A.J.
caught on fire. He'll be remembered most for his
car. After graduation Mike plans to go on a trip to
Mazatlan and then to UVic or Camosun College,
then he hopes to travel to Europe. The thing Mike
will remember most about Spectrum days is "cruisin'
town in W.C.'s VolareV'
Dawn
SchurD a w n ' s favorite
hobby is "hanging
out with her birds"
as much as she can.
She enjoys sitting on
the bench with M.T.,
Miss.
A.
and
gumbuddy C . G . .
Dawn hopes to further her education
and start a career.
She leaves us by saying, "Build all your
roads today, because
tomorrow is too uncertain for plans."
Melissa
ScottMelissa likes to
horseback ride and
"hang out with
friends". After graduation, she wants to go to
Australia for a couple of months then come back to
go to Camosun College and become a dental hygenist.
She observes "Life lies before you as clear as a path
of snow, be careful how you tread in it because every
track will show." I'd like to say thanks to all my
friends especially M.T. for being such a good pal.
Wesley Seney-Wes's favorite pastime is mountain
biking in the hills. His best memory is getting out of
the army and getting a "real" job. Some of his
haircuts turned out to be slightiy embarrassing, but
it's getting better now. Wes plans to graduate, work
and travel before beginning the painful task of going
to university.

Cindy Sharpies- When she's not spending time
with her friends, Cin enjoys playing soccer, baseball and skiing. She admits to having blonde moments, and the Magical Mystery Tour is her favorite
memory of school. After graduation Cindy plans to
become a realtor and make lots of other peoples
money.
Rose Sheaff - In her spare time, Rose claims she
likes to "attend sacrifices, jam and attend her knitting
group!" She takes
part in G . T. O.,
crotchet
club,
pressing flowers
and finger-painting. After graduation she thinks she
would like to become a "travelling
tatooist" and hopes
that in the future
she will "maintain
her level of insanity"
Tanya Snelling Tan likes to spend
time with S. A . She
takes part in dance,
intermurals and aerobics. Her favorite memory of
school will be meeting all her friends and "Gradding".
Her favorite saying is "Steve you drive me crazy!".
After graduation she hopes to teach aerobics and
then go to university for psychology. Her dreams
for the future are to dance on Broadway and to marry
Steve. Tanya would like to say this, "As you walk
down your open road of choices don't take the easy
way out by staying in high school longer than you
need because you are moving on to the most exciting
part of your life and you shouldn't be held back."
Ed Somner - Ed likes to write songs and watch T.
V . After graduation Ed wants to attend university.
He hopes to be employed as a forensic scientist in
theR. C. M . P. crime lab.

Troy Steen - In his spare time Troy likes to " write
poetry which he combines with a mental buzz to
enhance lyrics when they flow over open bass lines'.
The lasting impression he will leave with us is his
"funky personality which always got the people's
attention and the fact that he's going to be famous
and that his records and that his records will sell all
over the world". After graduation he plans to be a
star.
Lisa Stefani - In her spare time Lisa likes to stand on
garbage cans (does the bridge ring a bell?) Her
favorite memory of school is "The Jerry's." Her
most embarrassing was when she thought Debbie G.
had posted a very unflattering picture her on Murray
G's locker. Lisa says "I'm short! but I'm taller than
Dorothy and Debbie. "Her favorite saying is "I can't
wait to graduate." Her plans for the future are
to"make lots of money and be happy.
Jessica Strobl - In her spare time Jessica likes to go
to the movies and hang out with her friends. Her
favorite memory of school was the"very first jam."
She is usually in a good mood and willing to help.
After graduation she wants to go to Camosun College and then travel to Australia and New Zealand.
In the future Jessica wants to be to be a Medical
Assistant and "be married to a great guy."
Kriss Swain - Kriss says, "I spent most of the year
in the pit and by my side the whole time was K.P. Don't forget our "single summer" and in Vancouver
endlessly walking. "I am woman hear me roar!"
Think they heard us? T.H. - D O N ' T forget our
goopla! Thanks to everyone who made this year
possible."
Leanne Thame - "Tree" says she enjoyed being
Student Council Secretary. Her favorite memory of
school was meeting all her new friends on the
Magical Mystery Tour 91 and her favorite saying is
the Data Processing slogan - "Can't we all just get
along." After graduation Leanne hopes to go to Cali
with Doug, Steph and Craiger and she hopes to see
all her classmates at her 25th year reunion. "F11 miss
all you grads. I think "life" was the least studied
subject in school... so I guess we'll have to find our
1

own definition. I wish each of you the most guiding
light' in the darkest of times, "remain the friend you
are and stand for something or you'll fall for
anything." To all of you ... thanks for the laughter,
thanks for the tears, thank you all for the memories!
Here's to the new life!"
Michelle Thame- In her spare time Shell, (turtle),
likes to go out with her friends. Her favorite memories of school were sitting on the bench with D. S.
and finding out who her true friends were. To my
friends I want to say thanks for making my school
years so memorable. You guys have been the
greatest. I' 11 never forget the good times we had and
the ones we'll continue to have. I hope I've been as
good a friend to you as you have to me.
Lisa Traill- In her spare time Lisa likes to write and
play soccer, baseball and pool. She says " I have
enjoyed the past two years at Spectrum. I have met
new people and friends who I hope to keep for many
years to come. To S.T., hang in there, if you work
at it you'll graduate! You're smart and don't let
anyone tell you different." After graduation Lisa
hopes to go to Camosun College to become a journalist.
Catherine Truong - After graduation, Cathy plans
to do some travelling, then go on to University and
pursue a career as a doctor. Catherine says, "Two
years of sweat, blood, and toil it's finally here - my
first milestone. What can I say? They were happy
times and they were hard times, but most of all, they
were memorable. I will carry with me fond memories of long lunch hours, of life in the science
department, and best of all, to all the friendships that
were made. From one fellow student to another,
may you obtain all your heart's desires, may your
dreams come true and may you find happiness.
Remember, "When you are up, look down, when
you are down, look up."
Cari Turner- "Waaaade n' liT Puss Puss - what
good times they've had... some times were not as
good, others weren't quite baaaaad, but Waaaaaade
'n ' l i l Puss Puss - what good times they've had!",
compliments of Spike 'n Mike's Sick and Twisted

animation, and Bryan, Rob and Wade, on lots of
caffeine. Further more " See how I love to clean
feethy cat box's!", says Ren. On behalf of Erica and
Dr. Zeuss... "you have brains in your head and feet
in your shoes and you can go any direction you
choose, you are who you are and you know what you
know and you are the one who will decide where you
will go".

for the light seems to grow. Pain and sorrow can
always be found. Happiness can be found in the
heart. But mine is a blackened out moon. An empty
hour glass I do explain waiting and waiting for the
one. The one who struggles to release the light. Unto
him I breath life." In the future Christina hopes to
work with small children in a Daycare Center.
Dorothy Wong-

Ruby VirkE v i l E hopes to
graduate, find
a future , and
call it a day.
"To M . E . and
S.B. - when's
the wedding?
ToR.B.,M.D.,
N.J. andH.B.B.S. - pick it
up - Chuck
they! To P . M .
and the gang,
where are you?
To R.S., A.S.,
and
N.M.
"Squirt." Hey
Ruby B . change your
name bud.P.S.
Thanks for the
laughs."
Nicole West - In Nicole's spare time she likes to do
"anything that doesn't involve work." She plays
basketball and field hockey and her favorite memory
of school is the 1992 Magical Mystery Tour. After
graduation, Nicole plans to vacation and then go
back to school to become a P.E. teacher.
Christina Wilkinson- In her spare time Christina
enjoys crafts and bugging "Raisins". At school she
was happy being part of the Student Council and the
Buddy Program, her favorite memory of school was
being in Miss A ' s foods class. She leaves us with this
poem: "The darkness is different whereever I go.
The brightness of the light changes as I go. The need

Dork's" favorite memory of
school is all the
friends
she's
made. In her spare
time she likes to
spend money.
After graduation
Dorothy hopes to
go to U V I C . In
the future she
hopes to become
a doctor and have
a family of her
own some day.
Fong Yeung Fong
says,
"Thanks to all my
friends and teachers. I'll be leaving
Spectrum
with a smile, and
of course, plenty

of great memories. A great
warm fuzzy to my geology room ladies. Stay in
touch, O.K. ?!?" After graduation Fong plans to
spend a month travelling Asia and then study medicine.
Mei Nor Yu - Mei says "I would like to dedicate this
thought to the people I care for and the people who
care about me. A man noticed two sets of footprints
in the sand; one belonged to him, and the other to the
Lord. However, in his very lowest and saddest times
in his life, there was only one set of footprints. So
when the man asked why when he most needed the
Lord, he left him. And the lord replied that during his
time of trials and suffering when he saw only one set
of footprints, it was then that the Lord carried him."
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David White

Joan Withers

Brett Wescott

Susan Phillips

Jim Taylor

Rick Higgins

'We are '"Stea&itt, tfaiouaAtotAe ot6e% aide...!"
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*r¥<M<iever, it i& itu^oxtuttttoftau&e a*td enjoy a reflective tuotnettt
evAett eve ta&e titttetodtefc &ac& W

itieta wAere cue &ave cotue fro

and feet tAat &en&e offirtdeand aeeontfrti^Antent t&at can cvaaA over

*7<£e vttent&er/i &f tAe &ta<i& of '93 6ave conte a tatty, evau. *} co
cyiatulate you &n t&e <&ucce64, you &ave acAieved in<^raduatcnyand
you evett itt your eWe<wm for t£e future. ^.entent&er evAere you
&ave conte front and tAat you cvilt attvay^ 6e a "'tfyofae from Sftectrunt'/ *76au& you fox your contributiontoa truly axeat acAool.
'Tftany of ot& cvilt return next yeartopursue our aoati.. *We, evill

do tAi<i after a tuucA deserved re&t cvitA renecued energy and de<iire t
6e 4ucee4&ful.
0
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Shelley Harvey

Heather Nygaard

Patti Miller

Jean Buydens

Shawn McElroy

Joyce Charnock

KEVIN MCENEANEV LISA STEFAN!
<We kave grown and matured tArougt out gears of

Ok ixteen yeaxs ago, to my complete dismay,

satoot and tave now reacted graduation,

was deposited in a room full of strangers and for-

^tadualion

eign togs. SJ^ox a wkile misezg was my only friend,

teptessnts a turning point in out tives

as we tegin to mate impottant career decisions and

until {J realized tAat £1 dialed a common kond witA

disaovet wtat freedom is aft atoui. jjt is a time to

utmost everyone else in tfu. room. Dt was tAe first

enjog with* tte friends wto tave teen met afong iJte day of kindergarten and we were alt momCess. c/fs a
wag. cytfs we graduate, mang ftiendstips wilt drift

grad class we axe once again turning to eacA otAsx,

apart, tut tAe true friends witt a/wags te ttere for

as we kave so often in tAe past, fox support and

us. crftwags keep tJLe memories of ttess gears ctoss

reassurance. Uke experiences we kave skaxed kave

to gou. 2^on 't totd tact on gout dreams and strive

created memories wkiak will never leave tkese uonds

to do gout test. Ukets is a wtote new wortd out

foxgotten. ^We cannot ke aextain wkexe tAe future is

tAere waiting to te discovered. <zd/{ag gou tave tte taking us, kut we can remain confident in know,ing
test of tuct and meet success.

tAat we kave not gotten kexe witAout a lot of
kardwork and effort. <J-fopefully we w ill

all taAe

U\evin <zA/[aEneaneg tAis ackievemeni and use it as a stepping stone to
fuxtkex oux success, graduation

is not an ending,

kut ratker a keginning in wkick we kave tAe advantage of meeting tAe akallenges of tke future witA tAe
confidence of tAe past.
CX tke grad class of I993i tAanks for tAe
memories and good luck in tke future.

Jlove dlisa cStefcam.
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Final Thoughts
from the
President
"If all mankind minus one were of one opinion, and only one person
were of the contrary opinion, mankind would be no more justified in
silencing that one person than he, if he had the power, would be
justified in silencing mankind."
-John Stuart Mill (1806-1873)
Well, there we have it; one final quote. It seems just months ago that I pledged my dream,
and committed my efforts to lead the student body to the goal of truly making a difference at
Spectrum. We, as a student body have left a legacy that will inevitably continue long past our
graduation. It is a legacy that has empowered we, the students, in the decision making at
Spectrum.
To look at that past with regrets is futile; to look forward with anticipation is exceptional.
By working towards our common goal, we have come together like no other class has in the past.
We have made friends, dreamt dreams, grown with ambition and started a legacy like never before.
Now... the time has come to say our goodbyes, wish our well-wishes and look to the
future with excitement and anxiety; for we do not know what lies ahead. But, as this time
approaches, we must rely on our friends for guidance and support, for if it was not for them, we
would not be where we are today.
We are individuals, yet without the power of our friendships, we would be just that -- an
individual. Before you leave the hallowed halls at Spectrum for the final farewell, don't forget to
thank your friends, because without them, you would not have become a true part of what
Spectrum is; a community.
1 wish you all the best of success in all of your future endeavours, and I thank you for
bestowing me the honour of serving you as President.

SELVES 8c

Committees
L

The Environmental and to help give ideas about waste, paper
Global Issusues Group does a lot and they are also focussing on energy
efficient systems which are less
around this school. Not
to just "save" people or
trees, but to make a
difference.
This year they have
been building an enclosed
bike lock-up facility to keep
the bikes protected from the
rain. They have raised funds to save
the dying trees around Spectrum and
have built a composter that was
destoyed by vandals which they dare
restoring. The group has invited guests

wasteful to the environment.The
Global Issues Group has helped the
Phillipines to build a school.
Spectrum, should be proud as
we have raised a lot of money for a lot

of children to receive an education.
Beyond all the projects that have helped
the environment their main goais to
raise people's awareness
here, to make a difference
everywhere. Their work
here around the school has
contributed well to reach this
goal.
Members of the group
were:Roger Halliday,
Shirley Broback, Octavia
Holden, Martine Darby, Shelly
Hilbert, Ollie Swain, Wendy
Brewster, Lacey Godlien, Carla
Maruka, Shon Taylor, Jen Moore,
Meladime Legiehn, Sarah Price

This year Sarah Needley,

Chapman,
Jake
Mac Lean, Ed Sommer, Cathy
Truong, Heather Charnock,
Carmel Guild, Kirsten
Lauvaas, and Trisha Rose volCoral

unteered to represent the grads of
'93.
These people worked hard and
presented the grad class with two
choices for the grad celebrations. The
majority of the students voted for having "Club Grad" held at the Juan de
Fuca Recreation Centre.
The graduates of 1993 started
their celebration on May 20 with a

traditional Spring Prom, featuring a
fantasy-garden theme. The Recognition Ceremony took place at the University of Victoria followed by a parent reception at the school.
Following this, the graduates left
for the Juan de Fuca Recreation Centre
and an action packed night featuring a
variety of live bands, large music video

light shows, games of chance and endless food.
The events were a huge success
and left lasting memories for everyone. The Grads of '93 would like to
thank the staff members: RickHiggins,
Cindy Sharpies, Al Fishwick, Phil
Watt, Kathy Armstrong, and Cheryl
Edey for all their support and ideas
which made the activities memorable.

STUDENT OPINION SURVEY
RESULTS
Favorite Music Groups
1. Led Zeppelin
2. Ice Cube
3. T L C
4. The Doors
5. Bare Naked Ladies
6. A C / D C
7. Pearl Jam
8. Pink Floyd
9. Tragically Hip
10. U2
Metallica (tie)
Best Local Band
1. Loose
2. Spiral Jetty
3. JeffrySays
4. Northern Junk
5. Splatter Boys
The Old Wavers (tie)
7. Oxymoron
Grump (tie)
9. Day Glow Abortions

Best Excuse
1. Car Trouble
2. Doctor's Appointment
3. Counseling

WHAT SPECTRUM GOES TO SEE
AT THE MOVIES

Music
Action

Drama
Animated

Cult

Horror
Comedy

Jimmy Page
4. P.M.S.
5. Slept In
6. Missed the Bus
7. Alien Took Over M y Body
8. Attacked by Gypsies
9. Dog Ate It
10. I fell and Couldn't Get Up
Best Excuse Honorable
Mention The assignment was so
shallow, so simple, I had no
choice but to laugh at its
innocence and do something
else.
I was too busy merging
myself with the intellectual
stimulus of the mall to do the
assignment.
I was ignorant to the existance
of the assignment in question

by Bill Watterson

Calvin and Hobbes

AND HOOIL 6KJN WGMT OUT
HW N3CAJTTHESE GOOD HEAVENS, LOOK AT
THEPRKE! J WKTHWE OE THESE'. UONESTU, VttN "BASEST
PANTS, MOW?
PAWS "WW COST THIS WQIJ VJOVXD m
CAN 1 GET
THESE?
A
VQD NEED
/
CESKNER
CLOTHES??
A

BASES, MOM.
I GOTTA
IDOfcQCQL.

tNB9ft
Most Skipped Class
1. Math
2. T A
3. English
4. Social Studies
5. Journalism/Annual
6. Physical Education
7. Western Civilization
8. Biology
9. Physics
10. French

Best Looking Female Star
1. Cindy Crawford
2. Michelle Phiefer
3. Julia Roberts
4. Kathy Ireland
5. Madonna
6. Kim Bassinger
7. Whitney Houston
8. Roseanne Arnold
9. Wynonna Rider
10. Claudia Scheifer

Most Desired Career
1. McDonald's Employee
2. Lawyer
3. Journalist
4. Anything Without a Paper
Hat or Name Tag
5. Movie Star
6. Doctor
7. Criminal
8. Save On Foods Employee
9. A & W Employee
10. Psychologist

Best Looking Male
Star
1. Tom Cruise
2. Jean-Claude
Van Damme
3. Mel Gibson
4. Keannu Reeves
5. Richard Gere
6. Steven Segal
7. Me
8. Christian Slater
9. Jim Morrison
10. T o m V u
Sean Connery
(ue)

Occupations of the Best
Looking Females Today
Other
Teacher
Politician

Favorite Drink
1. Coke
2. Beer

3. Crystal Pepsi
4. Pepsi
5. Long Island Iced
Tea
6. Coffee
7. Fruit Juice
8. Dr. Pepper
9. Chocolate Milk
10. Sprite

The election for Student
Council went well, and the details can be found in Highlights
of the year.
Craig Bell was elected President and did an excellent job. The
position of Vice-President was held
responsibly by Lori Baber. Cheryl
Lin performed well as Treasurer;
Leanne Thame kept us organized as
Secretary. The enormous job of Activities Coordinator was held by
Rima Donnelly. The "hip hop
miester" himself, Troy Steen,
rapped his way as Dance Coordinator. The task of keeping the public
straight as to "what's what" was
given to Winona Clarke as Public
Relation Coordinator. Denise Jury
represented the grade 12s and Kim
Oslund kept the Student Council
informed on what the grade l i s were
interested in. The other members of
the Student Council were as follows
Stephanie Hawkins, Carmen
Bauder, Deanna Lacharity,
Moniek Buursink, Selina Pletz,
Alexis Ross, Lisa Kirk, Sherri
Pusateri, Meghan Haynes, Sarah
Price, Monika Bocek, Kathy
Gurgul, Leanne English, Sarah
Needley, Susan Kichenham,

Kirsten Lauvaas, Sarah Fellman,
Damon Carron, Natalie Haubert,
Melanie Bell, Lisa Stefani, Heather
Erickson, Kellie Bertrand, Nicole
Dry, Julie Dopierela, Nicci

STLTJM*
Harrison, Jessica Strobl, Andrew
Dick, Keith Johnson, Katherine
Giovando, Christina Wilkinson,
Carmel Guild, and Tammy
Schwede.
These members held positions
on different committees such as
Counter Attack, the Dance Committee, the Public Relations Committee,
the Spirit Committee, the Interschool
Committee, the Activities Committee, the Ten/Ten Committee and others. This year the Student Council
was sponsored by Doreen Hall,
Karen Turner, Joe Bekkers, and
Grant Boland.
A l l members of the Student
Council began their year with a re-

treat at Shawnigan Lake to leam how
to hold meetings and plan the year.
The Student Council sponsored and
organized many events for the school.
First there was the unforgettable
Warm Fuzzy assembly, which was
filled with great feelings and warm
fuzzies for all. The Student Council also sponsored some great
dances including the Halloween,
Christmas, Valentine and the
Spring dance.
Other
interesting events of the year were
the successful performances of the
Airbands, the Talent Show in which
the participants performed brilliantly,
and the wonderful ski trips. The year
also featured contests such as the
Pumpkin Carving and Family Feud.
The students took part in a school
"forum" where they expressed their
ideas and concerns about the school.
Throughout the year carnations, truffles, and candygrams were sold to
add t o the positive celebrations. Students took part in the community by
doing volunteer work. School spirit
was promoted with such things as
Theme Days and Spirit Week.
Thanks for a great year from
the Student Council! Goodbye grads,
and see the rest of you next year!

WHAT SPECTRUM
WATCHES ON T.V.
Other Action
Music
Animation
Sports

Drama

imedy
Favorite T.V. Show
1. In Living Color
2. Ren and Stimpy
3. Saturday Night Live
4. Roseanne
5. Kids in the Hall
6. Married With Children
7. Seinfeld
8. Baywatch
9. Star Trek - The Next
Generation
10 Beverly Hills 90210

Monty
Python's
back.

Favorite Movie
1. Aladdin
2. A Few Good Men
3. Alive
4. Boys in the Hood
5. Bodyguard

6. Wayne's World
7. The Song Remains the Same
8. Malcolm X
9. Loaded Weapon One
10. Unforgiven
Favorite Vehicle
1. Mustang
2. Volkswagon
3. Ford
4. Pinto
5. Gremlin
6. 4x4 "Jacked to the Sky"
7. B M W
8. Porsche
9. Integra
10. Civic
Most Memorable Event
1. Magical Mystery Tour
2. Grad 1993
3. Blue Jays World Series
Victory
4. New Years Eve 1992
5. Warm Fuzzy Assembly
6. U.S. Election
7. Lollapalloza
8. Christmas Dance
9. Great Canadian Party
Favorite Dream Vacation
Destination
1. Hawaii
2. Mexico
3. Australia
4. Disneyland
5. The Rest of Europe
6. France
7. England
8. Caribbean
9. California
10. Los Angeles
Most Attended Class
1. Math
2. English
3. Physical Education
4. Biology

Ken Dryden
5. Family Management
6. Chemistry
7. Physics
8. Japanese
9. T A
10. Art
Favorite Sport
1. Hockey
2. Basketball
3. Baseball
4. Soccer
5. Football
6. Volleyball
7. Rugby
8. Motorcross
9. Sumo
10. Calvinball

In's and Out's of 1992—1993
Out
Doc Martins
Clinton
Enough
Long hair
Disco
Short shorts
Sensitive
Equality
Healthy
Rob Schneider
Seinfeld
Cowboy boots
Fuel Injection
Groundhog Day

Keds
Bush •
Excess
Short hair
Rap
Long pants
Macho
Sexism
Anorexic
Dana Carvey
90210
Birkenstocks
Muscle Cars
Wayne's World

Misc

Out's

Blonde Jokes
Arsenio
Political Correctness
Bran
Rapper Wannabe's
Nice

Tries

Crystal Pepsi
The Heights
Cop Rock

The Counter- Attack Committee was made up of students
who were concerned about the
well-being of their peers.
In December, the committee organized a seat belt check for students

and staff. They gave candy canes to
The Committee signs for Grad
anyone driving into the school parking to discourage the possibility of Drinklot who was wearing a seat belt. Warn- ing and Driving. The Slogan was
ings were given to the offenders. Three "Friends Don't Let Friends Drink
Saanich police officers were present and Drive."
during the seat belt check. The camThe Committee has done a great
paign was held to help encourage deal of work to make this a safe and
people to wear their seat belts.
fun year.
April 19th to 23rd they organ- Thanks to Frank Hitchmough and the
ized a Health Week. Presentations members of the Counter Attack Comwere made by guest speakers on the mittee who were, Cheryl Lin, Lisa
following subjects: Eating Disorders, Stefani, Jessica Strobl, Heather
Stress Management, Aids, Drinking Erickson, Jay Watt, Carmel Guild
and Driving and Smoking.
and Stephanie Hawkins.

The Multicultural Club is
about different backgrounds,
customs and religions.
A multicultural dinner was held
on Tuesday, November 24, and it
was very interesting. Everyone enjoyed sampling deliciously different

dishes from various ethnic groups.
The club sponsored a
multicultural talent show which demonstrated dances from older styles to
more modern ones. They also
planned a multicultural fashion show
to exhibit the originality of ethnic
costumes and customs. Next year's
students can look forward to an exchange trip and many field trips to
learn about the traditional customs
in different cultures. The club sponsors were Darryl Noullette and
David Thumm. Members included
Ruby Bhondi, Ruby Virk, Manjit
Dhillon, Nina Johal, Cheryl Lin,
Hansdeep Bhatia and Preet Kang.

m

ThanksWendi,
Chandra and Amberit was fun working
with you this year.
Mr. Sark.
99

Amber Hitchen, Wendy Li,
and Chandra Rouse were instrumental in shooting and developing pictures for the annual.
These students completed the
VA2D-11 Photography course during the 1991-1992 school year. This
year they completed their second
year of photography as a self-directed study unit. Ted Sarkissian
would like to acknowledge the effort
of these students.
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The Yearbook committee was
definitely one of the more enjoyable classes as you might
imagine, but also one of the
more demanding. In fact, very
few people realize the skills required to summarize a year before it's over. It requires determination, dedication,
boundless energy
and endless patience.

been impossible without the backbone of the committee. There was
the driving force, Brian Whitmore,
the campfire-layout-expertise of
Doreen Hall and photographic genius of Ted Sarkissian.
Doreen Hall's publication class
was busy all year, completing many

Each work day was a stress-filled
struggle to bring order from chaos.
There was an almost constant influx
of photos and information which had
to be cut, trimmed, edited, re-edited,
organized, reorganized, arranged, rearranged and pasted. Everything was
needed the day before yesterday.
Then, whenever things began to slow
down in the publishing end we went
out to get interviews, write-ups and
more photos. Although this class was
a total student effort, it would have

projects, including the Prism newsletter, which they organized and
released every six weeks, keeping
everyone up to date on school news.
Other accomplishments included
band posters administration brochures, cafeteria menus and invitations, many resume's and the student handbook. To conclude this
school year, they produced the
"Warm Fuzzy" booklet, an annual
Spectrum tradition. It proved to be
an extremely busy, productive and

rewarding year for those who lasted
the course. This years students were
Lori Baber, Jason Baxevandis,
Hansdeep
Bhatia,
Shirley
Broback, Chris Evans, Kelley
Ford, Darryl G er brand t, Natasha
Goodson, Tracy Hallam, Brandon
Hilbert, Tracy Hood, Nina Johal,
Stephen
Leathern,
Chris Medland, Sarah
Needley,
Kendra
Powell,
Michael
Scarrow, Kriss Swain,
Clayton Bates, Monika
Bocek, Lisa Collins,
Manjit Dhillon, Rima Donnelly,
Natasha Foster, Holly Fraser,
Randy Gelling, Samantha Hill,
Amber Hitchen, Kristen Lauvaas,
Darshan Montgomery, Rob
Radloff, Brian Sagar, Lisa Traill,
Mike Waldron, Tania Wilson,
Melanie Bell, Heather Char nock,
Winona Clarke, Sandi Innes, Rob
Orr, Jackie Chew, James Fleck,
Roger Groves, Roger Halliday and
Tony Kaye.
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Caring adults from Greater
Victoria have commited themselves to helping students by
giving them encouragement and
support.
The project helps students to establish goals and make choices for
their futures. Matched with a trained
mentor, students have experienced
feelings of self- confidence and a
better understanding of their own
values. Students learned the necessary skills for entering the job market.

The people in the "Roundtable" of
Student Success Committee discussed Spectrum's drop out problem and, thanks to their efforts, the
Mentor Program has been a success.
Members include: Cheryl Lin,
Deanna
Lacharity,
Kevin
Bell,Mardon Dary, Dave Kayln,

Karma Doll, Becky Bruncan, Jess
Galvon, Cory Nielson, Dorina
Chan, Beth Cramp, Lonnie
Cambell, Trish Maxwell, Carl
Cahoon, Michelle Hornby,
Michael Ralston, Blair Medland,
Stacy Chipka, Rob Orr, Matt
Dobbs, Lori Trach, Melissa Brown,
Sheila Charles, Derrick Shepherd,
Linda Mather, Ryan Sather, Holly
Fraser, Andrew Dick, Kellie
Bertrand and Moniek Buursink,
sponsored by Shaun McElroy.

BUDOV FRXRRM
The Buddy Program has
finished its sixth year of operation at Spectrum Community
School.
The program is based on a Big
Brother / Big Sister model where a
trained high school volunteer is
matched with an elementary school
student for two to four hours per week.
The Spectrum student acts as a "supportive friend" to a younger child who
is in need of such support. Together
they engage in mutually rewarding
activities while developing a relationship built on respect and trust.
Students for the Buddy Program
are selected from Family Management
Grade 11 & 12 classes and from the
general school population. Students
are supervised by University of Victoria Child and Youth Care students for
one hour per week and receive training
in communication skills, effective help-

ing and volunteer skills.
This year we have nineteen great
students who have volunteered their
time to help make a younger child's
life happen. Thank you for all your
hard work this year and we hope to see
more students volunteer next year. Elementary schools that were involved
were Hampton, Marigold, Tillicum
and Northridge. Child and Youth Care
students were Sharon Wilson, Monica
Sousa, Tracy London, and Shauna
MacKay. Student volunteers were
Kellie Bertrand, Ruairi McFarlane,
Kathy Peebles, Monika Buursink,
Jennifer Perry, Shelly Hilbert,
Jennifer Schafer, Oliver Swain,
Melinda
Thomas,
Leanne
Bridgeman, Julie Payne, Sarah
Price, Tara Rae, Christina
Wilkinson, Jennifer Arnold, Farah
Canham, Correna Grieve, Jollean
Shandler, and Misha Wolf.

GOOKTRANNG

THE 1993 GRADUATING CLASS
For the third year in a row,the
Cook Training students took part
in three major competitions in
addition to preparing food for our
cafeteria.
In December there was a gingerbread contest; medals were given to
the top placings:
•Gold
Jerry Kwan
• Silver Nikki Johnson,
Geoff Pinch
•Bronze DanMacdonald,
Steve Miller
On the 4th of March they entered a
lard carving contest in Vancouver. Not
only did they do well, but the students
had a great deal of fun and learned a

variety of information. Also in March,
there were seven entries from our
Cook's Taining program in the prestigious competition held at the
downtown Victoria Eaton's Center,
Grand Salon Culinaire. They won first
a place trophy for the district and third
overall. Medals were given to the top
placings:
• Gold

Wade Parsons
— Marlin
• Silver Jamie Griffin
— Griffin
Jerry Kwan
— Owl
Kelly Darwin
— Igloo
•Bronze Dan McDonald

— Elephant
Will Mounce
— Eagle
They entered the Victoria Academy
of Chefs Cuisine contest for a lard
carving contest Medals were given to
the top placings:
•Bronze Jamie Griffin
— Griffin
Wade Parsons
— Chinese Dragon
Will Mounce
— Eagle
GRADUATES
Mike Blackstock, Kelly Darwin,
Dan MacDonald, Donna Morrison,
Geoff Pinch, Sarah Monds, Randy
Ginger, Wade Parsons, Jamie Griffin, Scott Sheldrich, Nikki Johnson,
Nick Trehearne, Jerry Kwan,
Regina Frank.

UNDERGRADUATES
Darren Peat, Trang Truong, Steve
Miller, William Mounce, Jim
McAllister, Jason Hoskins, Ivan
Goddard, Jessica Dennison, Hardy
Christian, Brian Chamberlain,
Moises Canillo
Assets
They offer work experience placements which are often expanded to
part time jobs such as; W h i s t l e r
Delta Mountain Resort, Empress Hotel.Ocean Point Resort.Royal
ColwoodGolfClub.Coast Harbourside
Hotel, Union Club, Murchie's, Oak
Bay Beach Hotel, Milestone's, Fox &
Hound, Faculty Club, Grand Pacific and Ramada Inn.

THE COOK TRAINING CLASS 1994

SCHOLARSHIP CLUB
The Scholarship Club this
year consisted of 150 members
throughout the school. Students
eligibleforthe Scholarship Club
are grade 12's who are interested in continuing their education after high school.
The top 30% of grade 11 students receive a passport to education: stamps to go towards their education . Meeti ngs are held when cal led
upon to inform students of upcoming
scholarship exams, or announcements are put in the newsletter for
the same purpose.
The purpose of the scholarship
club is to keep the honour students
informed of scholarships which to
help pay for their education at the
post- secondary level. By doing well
on a scholarship exam students can
receive from $100 to $800.

With a young and relatively inexperienced team, the
Spectrum boys enjoyed varied
success over the year. Highlights earlier in the season included wins over top twenty
teams-McNair of Richmond
and Belmont. Strong showings
were made i n the 16-team
Courtenay Tournament, (6th),
and the Mount Doug Tournament, (2nd).
Spectrum finished 5th in the
ten team Lower Island league and
again 5th in the Lower Island Tournament. In an extremely exciting
play-off game with Nanaimo for the
right to go to the Island Champion-

ships the "boys in black" came back
from 13 points down with 6 seconds
remaining to win 83-82 in the dying
seconds.
Although we lost 2 games straight
in the Island Championships and
finished 17-18 for the year, the hard
work and commitment exhibited by
the team is to be admired. Graduating players include co-captains and
team high scorers Ben Williams and
Sed Bruner, Luke Small who battled his way to a starting position
with his emotional play, offensive
rebounding "wizard" Don Adams ,
and 3- point specialist Cliff Watson.
Returning Grade 11 players include
hard working Steve "Acorn" Blaikie
and the "Triple Towers of Power"
Ben Pearce, Ryan Sweet, and Mike

"The Albatross" Grewal. Special
thanks to Keith "Stats" Johnson
and assistant coach Jim "Mother"
Hubbard. The Team Coach was
Grant Boland

Spectrum's Senior Girls' The young women have many fond
Basketball team had a very suc- memories of the season, especially
every game they played against their
cessful season, finishing second arch rival, Belmont, and their near
inleagueplay with eight wins and victory in the Island Final.
two losses, and second on the It was unfortunate that after gaining
the opportunity to play in the BC Final
Island.
Their overall record for the year, after
taking part in various tournaments and
championships, including the Island
Finals, the Police Tournament, the
M.E.I. Invitational, and the Cowichan
Invitational, was an impressive twentytwo wins and eight losses!

Championship, Spectrum lost to
Nanaimo's N.D.S.S. in a heartbreaking challenge match. One positive outcome of the game, however, was the
fact that Dave Pitre kept his hair.
The team members were Katherine
"Crash: Giovando, Debbie "Red"
Green,
Pam
"Pam-Pam"
Hitchmough, Nicole "Best in the"
West, Tammy "Elvis" Schwede, Kim
"Sweet'n'Low" Oslund, Kerrie
KLJ/etc" Johnson, Wendy "Punky"
Brewster,Melissa"MB"Brown,and
Kyla "BBJ'Terlstrom.
Spectrum would like to thank Dave
Pitre and Shaun McElroy for dedicating their time to coaching the team,
and wish all the players luck in the
future.

T h i s year's team was
young and inexperienced but
a team that will be remembered for it's enthusiasm and
excellent attitude.
Although the team did not
make the playoffs, they gave a
good account of themselves inall
thegames they played. During
this season the highlight of the
year was participating in the
Burnaby North Tournament
where a creditable 7th place was
achieved and several players received free haircuts.

Mr. Bekkers thanks all the
boys for making this an enjoyable
season. The guys would like to
thank Raj Singh for his contribution and also to their captains
Kelly Douglas and Kevin
McEneaney. Spectrum Boys
Soccer team consisted of Jerred
Podgorenko, Mike Bartulic,
Andrew Dick, Jiv Galhon, Raj
Bhalla, Ross Jolly, Mark
VYutzke, Sean Ballard, Nathan
Clarke, Darryl Jackson, Randy
Town, Chris Simpson, and Gary
Hobbs.

This year the Spectrum
Girls Volleyball team did
very well. They placed 11th
at the Police Tournament, 1 st
in the South Island Tournament and 5th in the Island
Championship.
They also played for a wild
card berth at the BC. Championship Tournament. The most
memorable moments were Kim
Oslund's, Kathy Giovando's
and Leya Johnstone's birthday
parties, the trips to the Courteney
for the Island Tournament and the
Wild Card games. This year the
girls brought home the South Is-

land Championship and Most
Sportsman-like Team award.
This year's Sponsors were:
Cheryl Edey, Kathy Armstrong
& Dennis Swonnell. The team
members all want to give special
thanks to those supporters and to
Dave Pitre, without whom they
wouldn't have been able to play
their Monday and Wednesday
night games. This year's players
were Kerry Johnson (Vice Captain), Kathy Giovando (Vice
Captain), Pam Hitchmough
(Captain), Kyla Perlstrom, Leya
Johnston, Tammy Schwede,
Kim Oslund, Julie Dopierela,
Wendy Brewster, and Anastacia

Andrews (Manager).
Cheryl Edey said, "This was
the type of season and the kind of
players that make a coach want to
come back. We will all miss Pam
and Kathy next year and hope
they will keep in touch. Thankyou ladies for your 'bubbly' enthusiasm."

The Spectrum Boys Volleyball team had a very exciting year finishing 2nd in
league play and going on to
the Lower Island Championships where they also finished in 2nd place.
They advanced to the Island
Championships and placed 6th.
Special recognition goes to Ben
Williams as captain and as most
valuable player. And no one will
forget Dave Dheenshaw for inventing the term " M A C ' I N IT!"

The coach was Jim
McConnan and the players were
Cliff Watson, Steve Adams,
Dave Dheenshaw, Ben Pearce,
John Phan, Sed Bruner,
Donovan Waters, Ryan Sweet,
and Steve Blaikie.
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ment of the game. Without lobbing
any further glory onto ourselves, we
simply say, "For the love of the Game
come out and be an ace!" Club membership has its privileges:
Club Members were: Jim Roepke,
Kerry Grainger, Daniel Chew,
Following last year's smash- John Benedict, Cheryl L i n ,
ing season, Spectrum returned Nainesh Agarwal, Mike Ferguson,
to the courts with renewed vig- James Fong, Kathy Truong, Jiv
Galhon, Rajat Bhalla, Pam
our and enthusiasm.
As defending champions of the Hitchmough, Kevin McEneany,
Victoria City Recreational League, Nathan Clarke, Jamie Dyndum,
we served up another outstanding John Phan, Dorothy Wong, Kirk
performance this year as we included Forbes, Bob Nguyen, Rob Kalyn,
more players then ever before. The Trina Sousa, Jake Matychuk,
club's "fun first" policy brought out Ryan Cramp, Wendy L i , Fong
over 30 participants all wanting to Yeung, The keen coaches were John
share in the excitement and enjoy- Clemens and Shaun McElroy.

TONS

BOWING
The Bowling started in
December and finished in
March.
The Team played extermely
well finishing as the Victoria Senior
High school Bowling Champions,
by winning 7 games and only losing
1 in the finals. A l l together they
played 8 schools and a total of 16
gamesThe team consists of: Nainesh
Agarwal, John Benidik, and Rob
Kaylan.

CURLING
The curling team played very
well this year and tied for the place of

fifth, when the season ended in late
January. Rob Kalyn, John Benedik,
Mark Benedik and Colby Flemming
played eight teams from various
schools. The group was sponsored by
Cheryl Edey.

April 22. A road race. "The Willis
Point Road" time trial was held
Thursday April 29, then it was back
to the mountain bikes for the "Highlands" Thursday May 6. There were
two roadrides the "Tour du Lac" at
Shawnigan Lake on Friday May 14
and the "Newton Heights" circuit
race Thursday May 20. The final
race was the "Hell of the Highlands"
This year the Spectrum Cymountain bike race on Thursday May
cling team has grown with six 27.
girls and seven boys, all mounThis year's team was made up of
tain biking. One member was Octavia Holden, Amanda Hoy,
Shelly Hilbert, Martine Darby, Jen
also "road riding."
Moore,
Andrea Martin, Marcus
The riders raced in four mountainbike races and three road races. The Malinosky, Rob Clarke, Sed
first two races were the "Tour de Bruner, Jason Self, Tony Krahn,
Dump", Thursday April 15, and the Garrett Halayko and Jeff Grant.
" Mt. Doug Hill Climb", Thursday Harry Stanbridge was sponsor.

CYCLING

This year interest in golf was
such that Ted Sarkissian sponsored both a Golf team and a club.
The team participated in the Vancouver Island South Golf Championship, April 27, at Cordova Bay Golf
Course and the Victoria Police Secondary School Tournament, May 6.
Success in thosse events would lead to
the Vancouver Island Golf Championship, May 11, and the Provincial Championship, May 24th.
Participants included David
Miller, Dan Rumsby, Ryan Wegwitz,
Grant Blackler, Nathan Clarke,
Raegyn Hall and John Benedik.

GOLF

The Girls Soccer team began the
season as the defending city champions and they had another successful
year. Mr. McConnan coached the
team and Jen Douglas was the team
captain. The team was led by returning
grade 12's, Lynn Clarke(goalie), Jen
Douglas(defender), and Cindy
Sharpies, Holly & Kellie Clarke, and
Jen Atkins as midfielders. Grade 11 's
included the talented forward Kim
Oslund. defenders Kerri Johnson,
Kyla Perstrom and Melissa Brown.
The team was rounded out by Debbie
Quayle, Andrea Martin, Gena
Blochlinger, Deanna Lacharity,
Elise Halgren, Andrea Ashton, and
Leanne Hockley.

SPECTRUM CONCERT BAND
Although the music program has struggled at Spectrum
for the last few years, it was finally revived this year.
Last year, some students were involved
in the short- lived music program, but,
due totimetabledifficuculties and lack
of interest, the program fell into disarray.
As of Labour Day, 1992, only three
students were registered in the music

program; by the beginning of quarter
three, there were forty- five.
Vocal Jazz began in September and
ran through the end of January in block
E. After quarter 2, rehersals were held
at lunch hour two times a week..It was
at that point that students with full
schedules could join and receive an
extra credit.
Spectrum's Concert Band met every
Tuesday and Thursday morning from
7:30-8:25, and the Jazz Band, which

was formed in November, met twice a
week as well.
In November, Spectrum held its
Awards Night in order to honour last
year's scholarship and bursary winners. It was at this event that the Vocal
Jazz Ensemble made their debut appearance. It was very successful!
At the Remembrance Day assembly,
both the Vocal Jazz ensemble and the
Concert Band performed appropriate
selections.

During the Christmas season, the performing arts flourished. The Vocal
Jazz members carolled at Eaton's
Center, spreading their Christmas spirit
to passers-by, some of whom joined in
the festivities and sang along. An
evening concert brought many people
to the Spectrum cafeteria to hear a
performance which included songs by
the ConcertBand, Jazz Band, and Vocal
Jazz Ensemble. A special guest appearance was made by the Delta Jazz
Band. The concert went overextremely
well. The groups were also involved in
the Santa's Breakfast celebration where
the Marigold choir made a guest appearance.
On January 20,1993, all music groups
joined with Colquitz Jr. Secondary in
a concert at Colquitz. Hundreds of
members from the community were
present to show their support.
On February 17,1993, Spectrum' s Jazz
Band travelled to Qualicum to take
part in their first festival at Kwalikum
School, and received a "very good"
rating.

Spectrum's Spring Concert was held
on March 2,1993, again in the cafeteria
with a terrific turnout.
The Vocal Jazz Ensemble participated
in " Victoria Sings "at the UVic Centre
on March 8,1993, along with many
other schools from around the city.
On March 24, the members of Vocal

MUSCMUSC

Music Director

Keith Fraser

Jazz participated in a choral workshop
in preparation for their concert the next
day. The Greater Victoria Secondary
School District Night of Music was
hosted by Central Jr. Secondary; all
secondary school choirs were present.
An invitation was given, within Spectrum, asking anyone interested, to
participate in a recording session on
March 29. This session was called "
Solos, Trios, and Audiotape". Their
performances were made available, by
request, to anyone who wished to purchase one " at a cost price".
The Jazz Band travelled to Malaspina
College for the West Coast Jazz Festival, and all groups performed in a
concert at Shoreline Community
School on April 15.
The Vocal Jazz Ensemble was also
involved in the West Coast Concert
Choir Festival at Oak Bay Secondary
School on April 29. The Concert Band
was likewise involved in the Vancouver Island Schools Concert Band
Festival onMay 5 atCowichan Theater
in Duncan.
On May 13,1993, all Spectrum's

music groups departed for Seattle,
where they performed in many areas,
including Issaquah.
Spectrum's year end concert was
held on May 26, and was a way of
saying good-bye and good luck to
many graduating students. Our best to
all those who are returning next year.
Obviously a grat deal of credit goes to
our new Music Director, Keith Fraser
who has done an outstanding job of
breathing life into this program. Keep
the music alive!

The members of the Vocal Jazz 11
were: Christy Blanchard, Steve
Cunningham, Gary Hobbs, Octavia
Holden, Katrina Kadoski, Coleen
Koch, Marian Schols, Tara Rae,
Donna Turner, Jenny Pringle, and
Shannon Gordon.
The members of the Vocal Jazz 12
were: Kirsten Lauvaas, Sarah
Needley, Amy Chu, and Rose
Antwis.
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Concert Band Members: Tracey
Anderson, Karen Cleary, Core
Grieve, Kelly Hadfield, Nicci
Harrison, Kerne Johnson, Coleen
Koch, Jeffrey Laird, Krista Madsen,
Sean Pendergast, Kyla Jill
Perlstrom, Paul Russet, T.J. Servos,
Oliver Reuben Swain, Ryan Sweet,
Jennifer Trace, Rose Antwis,
Amanda Gudgeon, and Sean
Sugrue.
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Jazz Band Members: Tracey
Anderson, Rose Antwis, Core
Grieve, Kelly Hadfield, Nicci
Harrison, Amanda Hoy, Kerrie
Johnson, Coleen Koch, Jeffrey
Laird, Krista Madsen, Sean
Pendergast, Kyla Perlstrom, Paul
Russell, Oliver Swain, Ryan Sweet,
Jen Trace, and Sean Sugrue.
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Cafeteria
A place not only to eat
but, to socialize and congregate with friends. Many
sit to watch or play cards,
eat ice cream, drink coffee
Coming To School
and watch different
types
of people. The cafeteria
is a
My alarm goes off ring,
must. There is no
discrimiring, ring. I turn it off and
nation. The whole school can
begin to sing
"hang" here and no one would
The radio is going go 7.L.C. even give it
asecondthought.
Time is quickly running out To meet new people, to improve social skills and to
I have to be out of the
learn new ideas that Specshower in a minute or two.
trum is very proud of. And
I'm going to be late,
this is a place to do it.
where is that shoe?
The cafeteria
is
spacious
Jump in the Bronco.
enough to hold many people
I'm out of gas.
and is in the main stream of
Gotta get to school really,
the school. It displays many
really fast.
of its proudest
moments
I don't want to be here. I
such as all of the chefs'
say to myself
training
awards and all of
As I pull in the school and
the posters
for all of the
park beside my friend Elf.
plays that have been perHaving my last smoke you
formed from
Spectrum.
know to look cool.
As I step in the mall the
you may see
people
mass of people
scatter.
playing cards, moving about
Cuz they gotta get to class from chair to chair,
laughand nothing else could
ing and having a good time
matter.
and that is ail that the cafI run to my locker and put
eteria is about. So, have a
away my books.
cup of coffee, play a game
And send off to my friends
of * * b o / e and
remember
those "hi", how are you?
the good times.
Run up up the stairs and
Tracy Hood
into my class and say hi
to my Teacher I'm here at
I must go to school or
last.
I'll be dumb
I sit in my desk and sigh
with relief.
I must go to school or I'll
Thank goodness I'm here,
be dumb
I hope this is brief.
But I can't help myself
NatashaGoodson
x

from skipping, cause its to
much fun.
I can drive to McDonalds
or go to the mall
But if I skip too much, my
grades will fall.
I must go to class I can't
be late,
'
I'm just moving at such a
slow rate.
To get out of this place,
there's only one way
To go to class and get
straight
A's.
I can't be late
I have to graduate.
CatrionaBrens

Skipping

and

Lates

Skipping and being late
This generation does it
well
Some are scared and intimidated
By the sound of the bell.
At every single high school
Vou will most
definitely
find
A student saying I'm sorry
sir
My watch must be behind.
Doctor

and dentist appointments
The teachers hear that a
lot
But they cannot prove you
wrong
So let's skip out, why not?
it's the student's
choice
Nobody's problem but
their own
Hey, we'll learn from our
mistakes
but let's hope
graduation
isn't blown.
Keri Scarr

A day
in the
life...
The

Ballad

and try to survive
day.

day to

The principal, why yes he's
weird too
for who else Where's orange tights to this zoo?
And even though the kids
tend to whine
they secretly like the
school fine.
And just as the principal
fears
a lot are here more than
two years.
Jen Moore

I know of a big concrete
school
with a smoke-pit, a gym,
but no pool
Where the students drive
cars that are hot
and they use them to tear
up the lot
Now occasionally
kids
complain
that the pit doesn't keep
out the rain
But they won't
possibly
dare to admit,
that if they don't like the
rain they could quit.
Even though the kids tend
to whine
they secretly like the
school fine,
for they all know their
school is the best,
it's perfect compared to
the rest.
If you cruise thru the halls
- you will see,
jocks, punks, skaters and
even yuppies.
They all go their own separate way

This One's Just Too
Sappy Jo Read
When I was a younger child
I knew a place where white
roses grew wild
A special place, a secret
place
My desperately
needed
wide open space
By a creek and a hollow
tree
But now it's just a
memory
The field is probably a
house now, the tree torn
apart
But the green field by the
hollow tree and wild roses
still grow as they were
In the brighter part of my
heart.
Sean Buckley
(Stench)

Beautiful

Blossoms

The blossoms are opening
to share their beauty
And today is the first day
of spring
I sit here and take in a
deep breath
And listen to the songbirds sing
I can smell the sweet
scent
Of these beautiful
blossoming flowers
And if the wind blows hard
enough
I'll get a
blossom-petal
shower
The tree stands tall and
proud
Showing off her wonderful,
pink
masterpiece
it looks just like cottoncandy
And smells just as sweet
Spring is an amazing time
of year
flowers flowering and
baby animals being born
But the most
pleasant
thing
Is the blossoms
blooming
on a warm spring morn
Tammy
Medwedrich

fruitful

Tales

What unborn fruit lies
above?
Its fate sealed with a
budding
blossom
What tale does the wind
whisper to it?
What nurturing does it
require?

freckled sands,
A leviathon of raw intentions.
Amber Hitchen
Candy coated lies
In a tattered
bag
you grip so
desperately
Let your imagination
grow
tail and wise
Just sit and watch the
beginnings of life
Don't be fooled there is life
above
It grows because of sun
and water
We pass them by, day by
day
Not stopping to wonder
But with care they will
prosper
And the blossom will become the apple
The cycle will continue
Another year gone by
And the trees will be filled
with
blossoms
Whispering the tales of
fairy magic
ChristinaWilkinson

Intending
Dissipated

by the conformation
The shrieking tewds
tongueing their messiah
In the darkened
malaise,
stumbling
higher
Reaching through the monotony; trying.
Desperately
I linger longer
than you
Craving the roughness of
your stormy hands
Mesmerized by expiring

Offering to share?
In exchange for
the promises you gave
And I wonder about us
And our
confusion
Each lost in self-deceit
Torment reigns forever
We gallop into
The endless darkness of
love.
Amber Hitchen

Death
Death is final there is no in
between
It is black and white
The ending scene
It leaves you lonely and
feelingforgotten
you are fearful and feel
forlorn
But there's no one there
anymore
Death has no
introduction
and no conclusion
It's just the end
The closing statement of a
loved one's book of life
It leaves scratches
and
scrapes,, bruises and
scars
It hurts and saddens
But you hold back the

tears

and won't let them
fall
Then you cry and it's over
forever.
Deanna
Lacharity

Winter
A sea of white
across a field of grass
undisturbed,
it will not last
The breeze picks up
to strike my face
and cut through my shirt
as a tear begins to race
I know this day of snow
will not last the week
But to see this blanket,
takes me back
to a child with rosy cheeks
In the prairies
with the bitter cold
I played until
I couldn't feel my feet
Now on the coast
I'm getting old
cause if its cold
I don't like to walk down
the street.
Cory Nielsen

In My

World

In my world I wish black
could live with white
Where just to live you
have to fight
In a world that wilt never
see
you don't have to kill
someone, just let them be
In a world where racial
tension is in the air
White men ganging up on

one black man is unfair
\n a world where Rodney
King learned the hard way
Just because he was black
he had to pay
In a world where you do
not need
unreasonable
force
Society has no emotion, no
feelings of remorse
I wish all races could be
happy
That's how I wish my world
could be.
Lisa Traill

Winter

Comes

As a kiss on the breath of
the wind,
Winding throughout the
path,
So are the thoughts of me,
One day falling
leaves,
Rusty red and foolish gold.
Tears against a hardened
heart,
Ending to soon to be remembered.
The water turning to glass,
Glorious warmth in a wintery sky,
Searing hot breath from
unsmiling lips.
Suspended
between.
Roller coaster of countless
wishes,
Swept away by hasty
hands.
So the leaves do turn,
And creeping
slowly ...winter.
TaniaWitson

father
The loss of your life
Took a piece of me with
you
You were the sun of my life

And everything that was
meant to be
God's deed should be undone
And should be free
for the long horrid battle
Of cancer was
victorious
it took everything you had:
A personality
like the sun
Bright, warm and happy
Soft comforting
arms
Like those before you
Eyes that twinkled tike the
stars,
full of laughter and happiness
To never to see these
again
Is too
unbearable
Until we meet again, then
I will continue your love
To all of us, your family
We love you, dad.
JenniferWeening

Never
When will the
tedious,
DRAGGING

monotonous,
dragging
DRAGGING

Of our dry, cracked
Long, pitiful
pasts
foil owing behind
ever stop?
The crawling
creatures
and tear stained
eyes
Never forgiving
And we dance madly
escaping
viscious
Snapping jaws of pain
Amber Hitchen

Negativeland

Escapee

When one day leaves in the
west
As another enters from the
east
The line between life and
death
is thin to say the least
Creatures of mist and
midnight Crackle and creep
While I cringe in delirium
Slow and weak from lack of
sleep
Satan dances round my
television
Reality becomes a matter
of opinion
And there's a man in the
mirror
But it's not me
A man in the mirror
Where my reflection
should
be
His eyes are dark and wide
Like his hair; twisted and
crazed
He has no memory
He's a million drugged and
dazed
He's a dangerous
man
He's a frightened child
He's in terminal
confusion
His eyes are dark and wild
He Is a stranger to all
He is a dog in address
He is anger and spite
He is
unfathomed
sadness
He is not
me
He is the ^
in the
mirror
Where
my
reflection
should^
be'
Stench

^

man
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How well do you know
your school?
Many of us have been at
Spectrum for one to two years
and some even for three or more.
You may even think of yourself
as a true "Spectorian"... but how
many of you diehard students
know the last
year when Spectrum won the
Colonist Cup?
Lets test your
knowledge in the
basic functions
of your daily life,
all the different
subjects that you may take for
granted.
You may go to your
locker at least 5 times a day and
leave your books and your lunch
but do you actually know how
many lockers there are?
A) 1000 B) 850 Q 9 3 0
Q Some of you may even
use the library ( you know, the
place with the books) but when
you take out a book have you
ever wondered how many books
there are ? We did too...
A) 13,000 B)2,000 C)16,000
Q It's hard to believe but
teachers do have lives and they
don'thve in the classroom (Sorry,
the cat is now out of the bag.)
Many teachers work at night at

Spectrum but , how many are
actually here during the day?
A) 57 B)61 C)49
"Excuse me, can I get a
sip of water?"
How long can
students use this
as an excuse to
get a chance to
see their friends
and not get
nailed for skipping? So just in
case the teacher
asks,
How
many water fountains are there
for you to get a 'sip' from?
A)6 B)4 C ) 9
H I'm sure every one of
you good diligent students know
where all the computers are but,
how many computer labs are
there?
A) 5 B ) 3 C)4
H Picture it: Spectrum...
1993... 10:50am break, on a regular day... if you were to walk
down the hallway and every student was there (yeah, keep
dreamin'!) How many students
would there actually be?
A) 750 B)900 Q 5 7 0
flMany people think there
are more girls than boys or vice
versa it just matters which sex

you talk to. Which is the bigger
sex out of the registered Spectrum students?
A) B=396 G=434
B) B=343 G=340
C) B=459 G=276
These are just a few questions — don't worry you are not
going to be graded... remember
all the tests are over by now.

The answers are:
1)C 2) A 3) A 4 ) B
5)B 6) A 7 ) C
Did you get any right? If
you got more than 3 right you can
call yourself a true "Spectorian".
If not, better luck next year and if
you are not with us next year...

Keep the

dream all

VC!
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Tanya Stone
Mikaela Storey
Allen Strickland
Jessica Strobl
Moriali Stutt
Kriss Swain
Oliver Swain
Ryan Sweet
Mary Szevics
Karen Tahouney
Deepak Takliar
Raman Takhar
Tirjit Takhar
Tony Tang

Tsch
Wrig
Watt
ArmK
Mccu
Noul
Thum
Fish
Brel
ArmK
Kell
Bola
Brel
Shar
Whit
Edey
Edey
Kell
Thay
Shar
Han
ArmK
Shar
CleA
RosM
RosM
Park
Brel
Shar
CleA
Sark
Swon
Sark
Brel
Fish
Whit
Sark
McCo
Whit
Kell
Park
RosM
Brel
Edey
RosM
Hans
RosM
Tuni
Thay
Schw
Tsch
Swon
McCo
Brel
Bola
Han

Shaun Taylor
Nathan Tegart
Debbie Textor
Leanne Thame
Michelle Thame
Melinda Thomas
Don Tite
James Town
Randy Town
Dorothy Townsend
Jennifer Trace
Lori Trach
Lisa Traill
Suzy Traill
Nick Trehearne
Bill Tripple
Catherine Truong
John Truong
Linda Truong

Shar
Park
Edey
Wrig
CleA
CleJ
McCo
ArmK
Noul
RosM
Whit
Sark
Park
Lewi
Thay
Sark
Hitc
Hall
McCu

Trang Truong
S Tudway-Cains
Can Turner
Donna Turner
Noah Turner
Sara Underwood
Sophia Unger
Sascha Upton
John Van't Haaff
Victor Varao
Jari Vataja
Sharla Vaughan
Krishna Verruyt
Chad Vincent
Christy Vincent
Ami Vine-Sullivan
Ruby Virk
Gary Vowles
Mike Waldron

Bola
Whit
Greg
Sark
Kell
CleA
Hitc
Shar
Bola
Thum
Park
Kell
Wrig
CleJ
Lewi
Edey
Greg
Sch
LonK

Khristina Walters
Steve Wardrope
Adam Watson
Cliff Watson
Sean Watson
Johnathan Watt
Donovan Watters
Kelly Waygood
Erik Webb
Keith Webb
Kyle Webb
Nathan Webb
Tiffany Webb
Jennifer Weening
Ryan Wegwitz
Mike West
Nicole West
Alex Wicks
Cory Wiebe

Harr
Krei
RosJ
Hans
Watt
Hitc
Edey
Stan
CleJ
Mccu
Edey
McCu
Edey
Schw
LonK
Brel
Swon
Hall
Bola

Becky Wilkinson
Chris Wilkinson
Ben Williams
Cory Williams
Tania Wilson
MishaWolf
Kevin Wolski
Dorothy Wong
Jennifer Wong
Krista Woolford
Carmen Woznica
Mark Wutzke
Brooks Yaney
Fong Yeung
Gregory Young
Josh Young
Olivia Young
Mei Yu

Brel
Park
Park
Kell
Edey
Tsch
RosM
ArmK
Hall
RosJ
Thum
Bekk
Wrig
Krei
Thum
Wrig
Fish
Krei

rRXRHNfflCRS
Three weeks behind on this
write-up and with nothing to
show, we, the Procrastinators
of Spectrum, encourage everyone to follow our motto.
We will be coming out with a
clever write-up one o f these
days, i f only we could all get
together and decide on one.
Several people were asked to

contribute including: Samatha
Hill, Lisa Collins, Kirsten

Lauvaas, Natasha Foster,
Monika Bocek, Rob Radloff,
Heather Charnock, Shana
Robinson, Sean Watson,

Tania Wilson, Tracy
Hood,
Kriss
Swain, Dorina
Chan, Nathan
T a ge rt,
Natalia
Bar jasic,
Alexis
Kowal, Quinn
M c Gui re,
Amanda Gudgeon, and Carrie

* Never do

Parker. Without ex

today what

ception they said,
" w e ' l l get right on
it ...tomorrow.

you can
put off 'tit
tomorrow
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